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Adeno-Associated Viruses (AAVs) are currently among the most frequently used 

gene delivery vectors for gene therapy. Due to their non-pathogenicity, long term 

transgene expression, and ability to transduce non-dividing and dividing cells, these 

viruses have attracted significant interest in the gene therapy field. Therefore, 

understanding the AAV life cycle determinants, particularly cellular entry and the 

immune response, is critical for the rational design of new AAV vectors. Towards 

discerning these determinants, AAV2 was employed as a model for analyzing αVβ5 

integrin and α5β1 integrin co-receptors and also immune response effectors such as α-

defensins 1,2, and 5, and A20 IgG and A20 Fab antibodies. The results showed that 

αVβ5 integrin and α5β1 integrin interact with the AAV2 capsid in an asymmetric and 

transient manner as analyzed by transduction inhibition, surface plasmon resonance, 

and cryo electron microscopy. All three α-defensins (1, 2, and 5) inhibited AAV2 by 

transduction inhibition assays, while cryo electron microscopy results showed that α-

defensin 5 binding to the AAV2 capsid induces structural rearrangements around the 

twofold and fivefold axes of symmetry. These preliminary data support the hypothesis 

that α-defensin 5 may stop VP1u extrusion through either the twofold axis or fivefold 
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channel and thus prevent AAV2 endosomal escape during cellular trafficking. Lastly, 

surface plasmon resonance analyses showed A20 IgG (Kd = 1±1 nM) has a 1000-fold 

stronger binding affinity for the AAV2 capsid than A20 Fab (Kd = 2 µM). These data 

suggest that A20 binding to the AAV2 capsid occurs in either a bivalent nature where 

both IgG arms bind to the capsid or a monovalent nature where both arms bind two 

individual capsids. The studies presented here show the biophysical interactions of 

AAV2 with host cell-surface receptors and immune response molecules. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

Parvoviridae 

The Parvoviridae family consists of small, non-enveloped viruses that contain 

linear, single-stranded DNA genomes. The family Parvoviridae contains two 

subfamilies: Parvovirinae and Densovirinae, which infect vertebrates and invertebrates, 

respectively. The subfamily Parvovirinae is further subdivided into five genera: 

Amdovirus, Bocavirus, Dependovirus, Erythrovirus, and Parvovirus. All of the genera 

excluding dependoviruses are autonomous viruses that do not require a helper virus co-

infection for a productive infection; however, factors expressed during cell cycle S 

phase are required for replication. On the contrary, dependoviruses also require helper 

viruses (e.g. adenovirus, herpesvirus) which provide beneficial functions that prevent 

concatamers and apoptosis and also promote viral replication and gene expression (1). 

The most studied dependoviruses have been the Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs), 

particularly for their utility for gene delivery. 

Adeno-Associated Viruses (AAVs) 

AAV was first discovered in 1965 as a contaminant in an Adenovirus slide 

preparation (2), and was later grouped under the Parvoviridae family of viruses. To 

date, 12 distinct human and non-human primate AAV serotypes (AAV1-12) and over 

100 AAV variants have been identified and sequenced (2-11). By definition, a serotype 

is a viral isolate that cannot cross-react with neutralizing antibodies for all of the other 

existing characterized serotypes (11). However, not all AAVs represent true serotypes 

since antibodies to AAV1 and AAV6 cross-react (5, 7, 12), and there is limited 

information on the serological profiles of AAV10, AAV11, and AAV12 (3, 10). Therefore, 
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the AAVs are classified into different genetic clades (A-F) and clonal isolates (e.g. AAV4 

and AAV5), whose members share antigenic cross reactivity and have sequence 

similarities (7).  

The AAVs are not associated with any disease, infect a wide range of cell types, 

and have the ability to establish long-term transgene expression, all traits that make 

these viruses attractive gene delivery vectors. A number of studies have utilized 

pseudotyping strategies that package the genome and ITRs of one AAV serotype into 

capsids of other serotypes and compare the transduction efficiencies of serotypes of 

AAV vectors in different tissues (8, 10, 13-16). For example, AAV2, the most studied 

serotype, is known to transduce a wide range of tissue types including liver, muscle, 

lung, kidney, and the central nervous system. Interestingly, AAV9 shows a similar 

transduction profile with a much higher efficiency than AAV2 (7). AAV1 and AAV7 show 

rapid onset and transduce skeletal muscle with up to 3 orders of magnitude higher 

efficiency than AAV2 (7, 8). A complete list of the hierarchy of transduction efficiency in 

major tissues by AAV serotype vectors is reviewed (11). 

AAVs have a linear, single-stranded 4.7 kb DNA genome that packages either 

sense or antisense DNA strands with equal frequency. The genome has three open 

reading frames (orf), rep, cap, and aap flanked by inverted terminal repeats (ITR) 

(Figure 1-1). The left orf encodes for four overlapping replication proteins, Rep78, 

Rep68, Rep52, and Rep40 that exhibit nicking and helicase activity, as well as package 

the AAV genome. The right orf encodes the viral capsid proteins, VP1, VP2, and VP3 in 

proportions of 1:1:10, respectively (17). The entire capsid orf is encoded in VP1, while 

VP2 and VP3 are alternatively spliced mRNAs. VP2 is alternatively spliced from an 
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alternate upstream codon, ACG, compared to VP3 that gets spliced from a conventional 

downstream ATG. A total of 60 subunits of VP1:VP2:VP3 are assembled into T=1 

icosahedron virion shells. Recently an additional protein, the assembly activating protein 

(AAP), encoded by the aap orf was discovered with a cryptic start site in VP2 (18). AAP 

has been shown to transport the unassembled VPs into the nucleolus for capsid 

assembly. ITRs flank all three orfs and are implicated as the only cis-acting elements 

required for genome replication and packaging (19). Recombinant AAV vectors are 

constructed with ITRs and the internal wt AAV coding sequences are removed and 

replaced with reporter or therapeutic genes (19-21). These recombinant viruses infect 

both dividing and non-dividing cells, and establish latency in non-dividing cells (22). 

Recent attention in AAV2 biology has focused on elucidating and understanding 

the virus internalization and trafficking pathways (Figure 1-2).  AAV2 transduction 

commences with cell surface attachment to its primary receptor, heparan sulfate 

proteoglycan (HSPG) (23), followed by co-receptor mediated endocytosis in dynamin 

dependent clathrin-coated pits (23-28). However, AAV2 has also been reported to 

transduce CD9 cells in low HSPG conditions (29) and infect HEK293 cells in a clathrin 

independent manner (30). Researchers have shown that endosomal acidity is essential 

for viral trafficking since vacuolar H+-ATPase inhibitors (e.g. bafilomycin A1) reduce 

both transduction and trafficking to the nucleus (31-35). The acidic environment of the 

endosome is reported to externalize the N-termini of both VP1 and VP2, which activates 

a phosophlipase A2 (PLA2) activity in VP1, and nuclear localization signals in both VP1 

and VP2 (36-40). Following endosomal escape, AAV2 is transported along microtubules 

toward the nucleus (35), however, the mechanism of genome uncoating is unclear. In 
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the presence of a helper virus, DNA replication, viral gene expression, and capsid 

assembly occur, which results in infectious AAV progeny. In the absence of a helper 

virus, viral gene expression is repressed and wt AAV2 integrates and establishes 

latency in chromosome 19, until a helper virus rescues the integrated genome (41, 42). 

Presently, the AAVs are the only known mammalian DNA viruses that have the ability to 

undergo site-specific integration. 

Parvoviridae Capsid Structure 

Parvoviruses are among the smallest viruses with a diameter of ~260 Å. All 

Parvoviruses have 60 copies (in total) of viral proteins that are involved in capsid 

assembly; however, viral protein ratios vary among individual viruses (43). Parvovirus 

capsids have been implicated in a number of functional roles that maintain virus 

survival. These roles include host cell recognition and entry, intracellular processing, 

genome delivery, uncoating, assembly, and release of progeny virus. Thus, a complete 

understanding of the capsid structure is essential for correlation to function. A number of 

Parvoviridae structures have been solved by X-ray crystallography and cryo-electron 

microscope and image reconstructions (cryo-EM). Some of these studies include Minute 

Virus of Mice (MVM) (44, 45), Feline Panleukopnia Virus (FPV) (46), Human Parvovirus 

B19 (47), Canine Parvovirus (CPV) (48), Porcine Parvovirus (49), H1 Parvovirus (50), 

Aleutian Mink Disease Virus (AMDV) (51), Human Bocavirus (52) and to date, seven 

AAV serotypes (AAV2, AAV3b, AAV4, AAV5, AAV6, AAV8, and AAV9) (53-60) 

structures have been reported. In addition, the crystallization of several other AAV 

serotypes (AAV1, AAV3B, AAV4, AAV5, AAV6, AAV7, AAV9) has been reported (58, 

60-64). Numerous commonalities exist among the capsid topology of the Parvoviridae 

family of viruses; however, the AAV2 capsid will serve as the model for the family for 
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further capsid explanations. The VP structure consists of a core eight-stranded (βB to 

βI, named from N- to the C-terminus) anti-parallel β-barrel, a conserved α-helix, with 

surface loops in between the strands (Figure 1-3A). The loops also contain small 

stretches of β-strand structure. The loops are named after the strands between which 

they are inserted. For example, the DE loop is inserted between β-strands βD and βE 

and the HI loop is inserted between β-strands βH and βI. The tops of these loops are 

structurally varied among other AAV serotypes, and they dictate host-specific tropism, 

antigenic response, and transduction efficiency in viral vectors (65). Figure 1-3B shows 

the surface loops (Figure 1-3A) of an assembled capsid from 60 VPs. The twofold axis 

of symmetry is characterized by depressions (Figure 1-3C). The threefold axis of 

symmetry has three separate protrusions surrounding depressions. The fivefold axis 

contains a cylindrical channel formed by five loops between β-strands βD and βE that 

contains a central pore encircled by a canyon-like depression (Figure 1-3A and C).  

AAV2 Receptor Interactions and Endocytosis 

Viruses must bind cell surface receptors in order to gain entry, deliver genome, 

and produce progeny virus in host cells. The first line of defense that viruses have to 

overcome is the glycocalyx barrier that surrounds and protects cells. This layer is 

composed of glycoproteins and glycolipids that viruses bind to and use as either 

attachment factors or true receptors. For example, as mentioned above, HSPG has 

been identified as a primary receptor for AAV2 (23), as well as other AAV viruses 

including AAV3 (67) and AAV6 (68), the closely related (by cellular internalization 

pathway) Adenovirus serotypes 2 and 5 (HAdv)(69), and other non related viruses such 

as Denguevirus (70), and Human Cytomegalovirus (HCMV) (71). See Table 1-1 for a 

complete list of receptors utilized by the AAVs. Upon cell surface attachment, some 
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viruses utilize co-receptors for internalization depending on the cell type. Note when 

viruses use multiple receptors for productive entry, it is convention to call the one 

contacted first the ‘receptor’ or ‘primary receptor’ and subsequent ones ‘co-receptors’ 

(72). AAV2 has been shown to effectively bind a number of co-receptors: αVβ5 and 

α5β1 integrins (23, 26), hepatocyte growth factor receptor (HGFR) (24), fibroblast 

growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1) (25), and laminin receptor (27). Table 1-2 shows other 

selected viral families that utilize the same class of receptors as AAV2.  

Structural and mutational analyses have demonstrated that parvovirus host 

tropisms and transduction properties of AAV vectors have arisen from variations in 

surface amino acids (43). In AAV2, mutagenesis studies identified amino acids 

responsible for AAV2’s HSPG phenotype (73), and more recently, a cryo-EM 

reconstruction of AAV2 complexed with HS allowed for the mapping of the AAV2 

heparin binding site (74, 75). In the AAV2-HS complex structure reported by Levy et al. 

(74), heparin density was shown proximal to the basic residues (Figure 1-4) at the 

threefold protrusion and additional structural rearrangements occurred at the twofold 

and fivefold axes compared to the wt AAV2 no-HS reconstruction. However, these 

additional structural rearrangements were not seen in a similar AAV2-HSPG cryo-EM 

reconstruction study by O’Donnell et al. (75). These conformational change findings are 

significant since the channel at the fivefold axis is postulated as the site of 

externalization of the PLA2 activity in parvoviruses (76) (77, 78), and has been 

implicated in the insertion and release of viral DNA during assembly (36) and infection 

(79), respectively. It has been shown that in vitro treatment of early endosomes with 

acidic pHs induces extrusion of the VP1/2 N terminus in CPV (80) and MVM (40), but 
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not AAV2. This suggests that some combination of factors including receptor/co-

receptor binding and pH is necessary for VP1/2 extrusion and therefore productive 

infection in AAV2. In addition to the fivefold structural rearrangement, the threefold axis 

undergoes remodeling (74). Interestingly, the proposed integrin-binding motif (NGR) sits 

near the threefold axis of symmetry (26), a site that may be more exposed following HS 

binding. These observations of the HSPG-induced structural rearrangements on the 

capsid surface raise a few questions regarding integrin binding. Is the interaction of 

AAV2-HSPG a prerequisite for integrin binding? Where is the integrin binding site on the 

AAV2 capsid surface? Does integrin binding further remodel the AAV2 capsid surface 

for productive endocytosis? So far, the integrins, and other co-receptor binding sites on 

the AAV2 capsid have not been structurally mapped.  

To date, only a select number of virus-integrin structural studies have been 

reported. In Adenovirus 2 and 12, αVβ5 integrins bind to and cluster at RGD motifs on 

the penton base, which lead to intracellular signaling events required for virus 

internalization (53). In Echovirus, α2β1 integrin binds to fivefold symmetry axes, induce 

integrin clustering, and commit the virus-receptor complex to cell entry via the caveolar 

pathway (54). Other integrin-virus interactions, such as αVβ6 integrin-Coxsackievirus 

A9 show a high affinity interaction (low nanomolar), yet no structural rearrangements 

occur and the integrins are primarily used for cell-surface attachment, not internalization 

(55). Similarly, αVβ6 integrin binds to the Parechovirus1 capsid with high affinity (56), 

but its interaction with a secondary integrin, αVβ3, is more transient as confirmed by 

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). These virus-integrin interactions raise an 

additional question. Does AAV2 have a stronger affinity for one integrin (αVβ5 integrin 
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or α5β1integrin) over the other? This project will focus on characterizing the interaction 

of integrins with AAV2, including the identification of their capsid binding site. 

AAV Immune Response 

AAV vectors are vehicles of choice for in vivo gene transfer as they transduce a 

wide variety of tissue types and mediate long term transgene expression after a single 

administration (82). A large number of animal studies establish AAV vectors as a 

potential therapeutic tool for gene delivery in humans (14, 83, 84). However, translation 

of animal model results to clinical studies in humans revealed limitations of these 

predictions (85). These differences arise from mechanisms in which the AAV capsids 

are recognized and inhibited by the innate and humoral immune system.  

Recent studies have shown that the innate immune system plays a critical role in 

the initial response to the AAV vector and in stimulating a deleterious humoral immune 

response (82). A 2006 trial using AAV2 to transfer blood coagulation factor IX to the 

livers of hemophilia B patients deficient for factor IX resulted in a short-term transgene 

expression for two weeks. This was followed by a decline in transgene expression and a 

rise in liver enzymes, which is indicative of the destruction of hepatocytes. The 

hepatocyte destruction was most likely due to CD8+ T cell responses against the AAV 

capsid (82). It was later discovered that input capsid-derived peptides were presented 

by MHC class I molecules on the surface of hepatocytes following transduction with 

AAV2 vectors (86). Another study showed that the innate immune system recognizes 

non-self unique structural motifs, which are referred to as pathogen-associated 

molecular patterns (PAMPs), via pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) (87). Other 

reports showed that responses to AAV vectors are mediated by activating pro-

inflammatory cytokines that activate the NF-kB pathways and inducing type I IFN 
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production (86). Additional studies showed AAV serotypes are targeted by the innate 

immune response in different manners. For example, both AAV1 and AAV8 transduce 

dendritic cells. However, a report showed the AAV1 capsid was more immunogenic and 

less tolerated when delivered to NOD mice compared to AAV8 (88). A similar study 

showed AAVrh32.33, an evolutionary divergent isolate from rhesus macaques, had 

reduced transgene expression and strong anti-transgene CD8+ T cell responses 

compared to AAV8 when injected into skeletal muscle (89). The enhanced responses 

was due to increased levels of CD4+ helper T cells, plus CD40L and CD28, which are 

involved in immune system activation. 

The humoral immune response to the AAV capsid also poses a large obstacle in 

gene therapy. The presence of circulating IgG antibodies to the AAV capsid is a 

limitation in the efficacy of gene delivery (90). Studies have shown that these antibody 

responses to the AAV capsid prevent repeated administrations (91) and even low levels 

of neutralizing antibodies can abrogate AAV transductions (92). Other work 

demonstrated that AAV2 capsid-primed memory CD8+ T cells in humans can cross-

react with epitopes from AAV1 and AAV8 and result in expansion of CD8+ T cells (82). 

Interestingly, AAV8 has been isolated from nonhuman primates, but pre-existing 

immune reponses in humans against it suggests cross-reactivity between them (7). 

Three recent reports have examined the poorly understood antigenic epitopes on AAV 

capsid by cryo-EM (93, 187-188). Monoclonal fragment antibodies (Fabs) against 

AAV1, AAV2, AAV6, and AAV8 were generally identified to bind around the top or the 

side of the threefold protrusions, while for AAV2 and AAV5, the binding footprints 

extended from the protrusion towards the fivefold channel (93 and 188). Interestingly, 
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the antibody binding footprints for a couple of the Fabs, C37-B and 4E4 overlap overlap 

with known receptor attachment points on the capsid surface, such as the HSPG site on 

AAV2 and AAV6, respectively (73, 74), thus suggesting steric inhibition of receptor 

attachment as possible mechanisms of neutralization. 

AAV2 and its Interactions with the α-Defensins  

The α-defensins are 2-6 kDa peptides that are effectors of the innate immune 

response that are active against bacteria, fungi, and viruses (95). However, their role in 

antiviral immunity is poorly understood, particularly for non-enveloped viruses. A recent 

report showed that α-defensins 1 and 5 block endosomal escape in HadV5, but receptor 

binding and virus internalization are unaffected (96). In addition to adenoviral 

interactions with α-defensins, it’s been shown that α-defensins 1 (HNP1) and 2 (HNP2) 

are detrimental to the use of AAV2 vectors as gene delivery vehicles for the treatment of 

cystic fibrosis in the conducting airways (97). The data showed that levels of HNP1 and 

HNP2 were elevated as high as 10,000 fold in the presence of AAV2 and correlated 

inversely with virus transduction levels. Despite these initial findings, very little 

information is known about how these defensins inhibit AAV2 during infection. Key 

questions that remain to be asked include: Do defensins directly interact with the AAV2 

capsid and if so, where do they bind? At what stage in the infection do α-defensins act? 

For example, do they block AAV2 cell-surface attachment, internalization, endosomal 

escape, and/or uncoating? This project will identify the binding sites for α-defensins on 

the AAV2 capsid and analyze their ability to inhibit transduction in vitro.  

AAV2 and antibody interactions 

The presence of humoral immune responses to wild-type AAV in the human 

population is an obstacle for gene delivery. Reports suggest that neutralizing antibodies 
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have been found in up to ~70% of the population (98). In addition, natural exposure in 

humans to AAV1, AAV2, AAV5, AAV6, AAV8, and AAV9 result in production of 

antibodies with a predominant response to IgG1 and low responses to IgG2, IgG3, and 

IgG4 (98). A20 is a monoclonal antibody (Mab) which binds intact capsids only and 

neutralizes AAV2 infection (99, 100). This AAV2 antibody is the most widely studied to 

date and reports show that epitopes on the capsid surface that inhibit A20 neutralization 

also inhibit polyclonal neutralization (101). These data suggest that the A20 epitope is 

likely similar to those that are recognized by the antibodies generated against the 

capsid in response to AAV2 infection in the cell (101). As mentioned above, the 

structure of AAV2 in complex with Fabs from the A20 antibody was determined (102). 

Structural and mutational studies show that the binding footprint extends from the 

canyon around the fivefold to the side of the threefold protrusion. Interestingly, the A20 

epitope does not overlap the HSPG and proposed integrin co-receptor binding sites.  

This is consistent with earlier findings that A20 binding does not inhibit AAV2 cell-

surface attachment and that neutralization occurs post nuclear entry (99). However, the 

kinetics/affinities of this interaction are unknown. Further analyses of these interactions 

would be beneficial to elucidate the binding specifics of AAV2-A20 since kinetic rates of 

antibody binding typically correlate with neutralization sensitivity (103). This project aims 

to develop an optimized method to analyze the capsid affinities of neutralizing 

antibodies using the AAV2-A20 interaction. This would be applicable for large screen 

capsid-antibody tests and also for differentiating between high and low affinity epitopes. 

Significance of Virus-Receptor and Immune Response Interactions 

Recombinant AAV vectors have risen to the forefront as gene delivery vehicles 

over the past 20 years (104). Most AAV gene therapy applications to date have utilized 
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AAV2, which is currently in clinical trials to combat Parkinson’s disease, Leber’s 

congenital amaurosis, muscular dystrophy, and other diseases. The focus of this project 

is twofold: (1) A structure-function analysis of AAV2 capsids to identify regions that are 

essential for viral entry and endocytosis and (2) characterization of the immune 

responses that target AAV2. We believe the combination of structural, biochemical, and 

biophysical analyses will aid us in our effort to characterize the co-receptor and immune 

response binding sites on the capsid surface. Not only will these studies shed light on 

viral entry and the immune response for non-enveloped viruses, they will serve as a 

model for characterizing these properties for other AAV serotypes due to the 

optimization of the experimental approaches presented in this study. Outcomes will 

provide information to support the rational design of AAV vectors for evading the 

immune response and targeted tissue tropisms by revealing essential viral host cell 

interactions encountered during infection.  
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Table 1-1. Adeno-associated virus receptors 
Virus Glycan Receptor Co-receptor    Reference 
AAV1 N-linked sialic acid Unknown   (59, 105) 
AAV2 HSPG  FGFR1, HGFR,LamR CD9,     (23-27, 106)( 
   αVβ5 and α5β1 integrin  
AAV3 HSPG  FGFR1, HGFR, LamR   (16, 27, 107, 108)  
AAV4 O-linked sialic acid Unknown   (15) 
AAV5 N-linked sialic acid PDGFR   (15, 109) 
AAV6 N-linked sialic acid EGFR   (59, 105) 
AAV7 Unknown  Unknown 
AAV8 Unknown  LamR   (27) 
AAV9 N-linked galactose LamR   (27, 110) 
AAV10 Unknown  Unknown 
AAV11 Unknown  Unknown 
AAV12 Unknown  Unknown 
Abbreviations: Heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG), hepatocyte growth factor receptor (HGFR), 
fibroblast growth factor receptor1 (FGFR), laminin receptor (LamR), platelet-derived growth factor 
receptor (PDGFR), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). 
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Table 1-2. Viral receptors utilized by both AAV2 and other selected families 
Family Virus example Receptors Uptake route Reference 
Adenoviridae Ad 2 and Ad 5 HSPG  CME (69, 72,111) 
  αVβ5 integrin 
Flaviviridae Dengue virus HSPG  CME  (70) 
Herpesviridae HCMV HSPG CME (71) 
Parvoviridae AAV2 HSPG CME  (23-27, 112) 
  αVβ5 and α5β1 integrins,   
  HGFR, FGFR, Laminin 
Parvoviridae B19 Globoside, α5β1 integrin CME (113, 114) 
Papillomaviridae HPVs HSPG, α6β4 integrin CME (115, 116) 
Picornaviridae EV1 α2β1 integrin CME (117) 
Abbreviations: Heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG), coxsackie receptor (CAR), hepatocyte growth 
factor receptor (HGFR), fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR), clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME). 
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Figure 1-1. Gene organization and transcription scheme for Adeno-associated virus 2 

(AAV2). The genome is encoded by three ORFs (rep, cap, aap) that are 
contained within two inverted terminal repeats (ITR) at the termini. The rep 
gene encodes four regulatory proteins (Rep78, Rep68, Rep52, and Rep40) 
where Rep68 and Rep40 are alternatively spliced from Rep78 and Rep52, 
respectively. The number next to each Rep gene also describes the 
molecular weight in kDa. The cap gene encodes three viral protein products 
(VP1, VP2, and VP3) where VP1 (87 kDa) contains a translation initiation 
codon, while VP2 (72 kDa) and VP3 (62 kDa) are generated by alternative 
splicing. The assembly-activating protein (AAP; 23 kDa) is encoded by a 
nested, alternative ORF. 
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Figure 1-2. AAV2 life cycle depicting cell surface attachment, endocytosis, intracellular 

trafficking, nuclear entry, and the immune response. The image depicts AAV2 
binding to its primary receptor, HSPG, followed by interactions with co-
receptors, αVβ5 or α5β1 integrin. The AAV2 capsid is then internalized into 
the cytoplasm via clathrin-mediated endocytosis followed by endosomal 
transport through multiple vesicles where the capsid eventually locates to the 
nucleus via microtubules. The innate (α-defensins) and humoral (A20 IgG) 
immune responses to AAV2 are also depicted. Abbreviations: Heparan 
sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG), fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1), 
and hepatocyte growth factor receptor (HGFR). 
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Figure 1-3. AAV2 variable regions and secondary structure assignment. (A) Variable 

loops are color coded as: VRI (purple), VRII (light blue), VRIII (red), VRIV 
(green), VRV (dark blue), VRVI (yellow), VRVII (orange), VRIII (pink), and 
VRIX (tan). Twofold, threefold, and fivefold icosahedral symmetry axes are 
represented as a sphere, triangle, and pentagon, respectively. Beta sheets 
are shown in grey. (B) The same monomer as in (A) is assembled 60 times to 
generate an entire capsid (43). The capsid is viewed down the twofold 
symmetry axis. The variable loops provide the variable topology on the  
surface of the capsid (C) Depth cue view of the three dimensional crystal 
structure of AAV2. The most interior and exterior regions of the capsid are 
colored blue and red, respectively.  
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Figure 1-4. AAV2 VP3 trimer with highlighted heparin-binding sites and NGR motif. (A) 

Cartoon view of surface heparin binding residues, R484, R487, K532, R585, 
and R588, are shown in blue and NGR motif residues (511-513) are colored 
red. (B) Surface view. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This chapter describes common procedures and materials utilized throughout 

this thesis. The studies are divided into two main sections: The first involves expression 

and purification of αVβ5 and α5β1 integrins, AAV2 virus-like particles (VLPs), and A20 

IgG and Fabs. The second section involves the biochemical, biophysical and structural 

techniques employed for analyzing the aforementioned proteins and α-defensins 1, 2, 

and 5. 

Construction, Expression, and Purification of αVβ5 Integrin in the PQE-TriSystem 
Vector 

Construct Design of αVβ5 Integrin 

The full-length cDNAs for αV Integrin (GeneService Ltd cat. # 40146451), β5 

Integrin (OpenBiosystems cat. # MHS1011-169792), Fos (OpenBiosystems cat. # 

MHS1011-60754), and Jun (OpenBiosystems cat. # MHS1010-97228128) were 

purchased for PCR amplification of the appropriate domains. A 2971bp fragment of 

integrin αV encoding only the extracellular domain was PCR amplified (iProof High-

Fidelity DNA polymerase; BIORAD cat. # 172-5302) with primers (see Table 2-1) 

designed with restriction endonuclease cloning sites NcoI and Eco RI. The following 

thermal cycler parameters were used for all PCR amplification steps: (1) 98°C – 2 min, 

(2) 98°C – 30 sec, (3)58°C – 1 min, (4) 72°C – 4 min, and (5) 72°C – 10 min, with 35 

cycles run between steps 2 – 4. Following amplification, the cDNA fragment was 

excised from an agarose gel (BIO-RAD cat. # 161-3102), extracted (Qiagen cat. # 

28706), restriction enzyme digested with Nco I and Eco RI, and ligated into the pQE-

TriSystem Vector (Qiagen cat. # 33903) using the same cloning sites. A 3:1 insert to 

vector molar ratio was used for ligation. The ligation reaction was transformed into 
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JM109 competent cells (Stratagene cat. # 200235) and streaked on an agarose plate 

with ampicillin (50 µg/mL) for overnight incubation at 37°C. Colonies were selected and 

grown in 5 mL of LB media containing ampicillin. Clones were purified (Qiagen cat. # 

27106) and identified by restriction digest and verified by DNA sequencing. A similar 

cloning strategy was employed for the remaining cloning procedures. A 153 bp fragment 

of the Fos gene involved in forming a leucine zipper with Jun was PCR amplified from 

the full length cDNA with primers (Table 2-1) designed with restriction sites Eco RI and 

Xho I, and a five glycine linker. This linker region between the αV integrin extracellular 

domain and Fos was added to incorporate flexibility between the two expressed 

domains. The amplified Fos fragment was restriction digested, and cloned in frame 

utilizing the same cloning sites in the pQE-TriSystem vector. The completed construct 

was verified by DNA sequencing. 

A second construct was generated for the β5 integrin extracellular domain. A 

2173 bp fragment was amplified with primers (see Table 2-1) designed with restriction 

sites Pci I and Hind III, and inserted into the pQE-TriSytem vector using Nco I and Hind 

III cloning sites. A 153 bp fragment of Jun was amplified with primers (see Table 2-1) 

designed with restriction sites Hind III and Xho I and a glycine linker, and inserted in 

frame with the β5 integrin extracellular domain utilizing the same cloning sites in the 

vector. The completed construct was verified by DNA sequencing. 

Small-Scale Protein Expression/Time Course Analysis 

Human Embryonic Kidney 293 cells (HEK293; American Type Culture Collection) 

were cultured in 15 cm plates (BD Falcon cat. # 353025) and maintained in Dulbecco’s 

modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco 11995) supplemented with 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 

µg/mL streptomycin, and 5% fetal bovine serum (SAFC Cat. #123030C) at 37°C in a 5% 
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CO2: 95% air humidifier incubator. Cells were grown to 80% confluency and transfected 

with equimolar ratios of the αV and β5 DNA plasmids by calcium phosphate 

precipitation (118). Briefly, 45 µg of each construct were transfected per 15 cm plate 

(~2.5 X 107 cells) for a total of 90 µg of DNA. Cells were harvested at various time 

points post-transfection: 0 h, 12 h, 24 h, 32 h, 40 h, and 48 h. Additional time points 

were not taken since most of the cells lost adherence to plates 48 h post-transfection. 

The cells were separated from the media (supernatant) by centrifugation at 1,811 xg at 

4°C for 20 min. The cell pellet (CP) was resuspended in 2X SDS loading dye and both 

the CP and supernatant were boiled at 100°C for 10 min and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. 

Large Scale Protein Expression and Purification via Nickel Column 
Chromatography 

A brief diagram depicting the αVβ5 integrin purification scheme is shown in 

Figure 2-1. A cell factory of HEK293 cells was transfected with equimolar amounts of 

both the αV and β5 plasmids as described above and harvested 48 h post-transfection. 

The cells were separated from the media after centrifugation and resuspended in 20 mL 

of lysis buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 

8.0) that included an EDTA-free protease inhibitor mix (Roche cat. # 04693159001). 

The transfected cells were lysed by three/freeze thaw cycles with the addition of 

benzonase nuclease (Novagen cat. # 70664) after the last thaw followed by incubation 

at 37°C for 30 min. The cell lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 1,811 xg at 4°C for 

20 min. The cellular debris was discarded and the supernatant was applied to an 

equilibrated (in lysis buffer) 1 mL Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen cat. # 30210) gravity-flow 

column (BIORAD cat. # 731-1550) and the flow-through sample was re-loaded prior to 

washing and elution. A step-wise wash gradient with increasing concentrations of 
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imidazole (60 mM, 80 mM, 100 mM; three 1 mL fractions were collected for each wash) 

was used to remove non-specific protein nickel interactions. Bound protein was eluted 

with a 250 mM imidazole and collected in 300 µL fractions. The cell lysis, wash, and 

elution buffers were identical except for varying imidazole concentrations, and the wash 

and elution buffers were protease inhibitor free. The load, wash, and elution fractions 

were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Based on the SDS-PAGE data, fractions containing only 

the respective integrin domains were pooled and concentrated with a 9-kDa cutoff 

concentrator (Amicon). Folding, assembly, and activation of integrin heterodimers are 

dependent on divalent cations, which have crucial roles in these processes (12, 119). 

For these proteins, Ca2+ aids heterodimer formation, while Mg2+ and Mn2+ support 

ligand binding. Thus samples were buffer exchanged and concentrated into buffers 

including 1 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM CaCl2 for further studies. In addition, samples were 

used for Western blots, native Dot blot, Co-immunopreciptation, negative stain EM, and 

SPR as described below. 

Co-immunoprecipitation of αVβ5 Integrin 

HEK 293 cells were transfected with plasmids for αV integrin, β5 integrin, and 

both αV and β5 integrins. Cell lysates were obtained as described earlier. 

Approximately 2.5 μl of anti-integrin αVβ5 MAb (Abcam P1F6) and 30 μl of protein A 

Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) were incubated at 4°C with gentle rocking for 1 h. 

Cell lysates from the three different transfections (~500 μl each) were added to 

individual microcentrifuge tubes that included the MAb and protein A Sepharose. A 

fourth tube devoid of the MAb that included only protein A and the αVβ5 integrin cell 

lysate was utilized as a negative control. The four tubes were incubated at 4°C O/N with 

gentle rocking. Samples were spun at 1,811 xg for 5 min for pelleting the protein A 
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beads followed by removal of unbound proteins in cell lysates, which were designated 

flow-through. Beads were washed three times with 1 mL of cell lysis buffer and 

centrifuged at 1,811 xg for 5 min. The beads were resuspended in 60 μl of 2X SDS 

loading dye, boiled for 5 minutes to dissociate the immunocomplexes, collected by 

centrifugation, and SDS-PAGE was performed with the supernatant. 

Construction, Expression, and Purification of α5β1 Integrin 

Construct Design of α5β1 Integrin 

The full-length cDNAs for α5 integrin (OpenBiosystems cat. # MHS1011-61377), 

β1 Integrin (OpenBiosystems cat. # MHS 1010-58245), Fos (OpenBiosystems cat. # 

MHS1011-60754), and Jun (OpenBiosystems cat. # MHS1010-97228128) were 

purchased for PCR amplification of the appropriate domains. A 3003 bp fragment of α5 

integrin encoding only the extracellular domain was PCR amplified (iProof High-Fidelity 

DNA polymerase; BIORAD cat. # 172-5302) with primers (Table 2-2) designed with 

restriction endonuclease cloning sites Sal I and Not I. The following thermal cycler 

parameters were used for all PCR amplification steps: (1) 98°C – 2 min, (2) 98°C – 30 

sec, (3) 58°C – 1 min, (4) 72°C – 4 min, and (5) 72°C – 10 min, with 35 cycles run 

between steps 2 – 4. Following amplification, the cDNA fragment was visualized and 

excised from an agarose gel (BIO-RAD cat. # 161-3102), extracted (Qiagen cat. # 

28706), restriction enzyme digested with Sal I and Not I, and ligated into the pFastBac1 

vector (Invitrogen cat. # 10360-014) using the same cloning sites. A 1:1 insert to vector 

molar ratio was used for ligation. The ligation reaction was transformed into JM109 

competent cells (Stratagene cat. # 200235) and streaked on an agarose plate with 

ampicillin (50 μg/mL) for overnight incubation at 37°C. Colonies were selected and 

grown in 5 mL of LB media containing ampicillin. Clones were purified (Qiagen cat. # 
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27106) and identified by restriction digest and verified by DNA sequencing. A similar 

cloning strategy was employed for the remaining cloning procedures. A 160 bp fragment 

of the Fos gene involved in forming a leucine zipper with Jun was PCR amplified from 

the full length cDNA with primers (Table 2-2) designed with restriction sites Not I and 

Xba I, and a five glycine linker. This linker region, between the α5 integrin extracellular 

domain and Fos, was added to incorporate flexibility between the two expressed 

domains. The amplified Fos fragment was restriction digested, and cloned in-frame 

utilizing the same cloning sites in the pFastBac1 vector. An 8X-histidine tag was 

inserted in-frame using complementary primers (Table 2-2) designed with restriction 

sites Xba I and Hind III. The primers were mixed at equimolar ratios (1 pmol/μl) and 

incubated in a heat block for 5 min at 95°C. The primers were gradually cooled to room 

temperature for subsequent ligation using the same cloning sites in the pFastBac1 

vector. The completed construct was verified by DNA sequencing. 

A second construct was generated for the β1 integrin extracellular domain. A 

2208 bp fragment was amplified with primers (see Table 2-2) designed with restriction 

sites Bam HI and Sal I, and inserted into the pFastBac1 vector using the same cloning 

sites. A 153 bp fragment of Jun was amplified with primers (Table 2-2) designed with 

restriction sites Sal I and Xba I and a glycine linker, and inserted in frame with the β1 

integrin extracellular domain utilizing the same cloning sites in the vector. An 8X-

histidine tag was inserted in-frame in the same manner as the α5 integrin construct (see 

above). The completed construct was verified by DNA sequencing. 

Generation of Recombinant Baculoviruses 

The completed α5 and β1 integrin DNA constructs were used to generate 

recombinant baculoviruses according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen; Bac-to-
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Bac Baculovirus Expression System). Individual clones (α5 1-5 and β1 1-5) were 

plaque-purified and amplified to a passage 2 (P2) stage. Each clone was analyzed for 

integrin DNA following agarose gel visualization by extraction and PCR amplification 

using primers (Table 2-2) for the full length gene.  

Small-Scale Protein Expression of α5β1 Integrin 

SF9 insect cells were cultured in 2800 mL Pyrex flasks and maintained in SF-900 

II SFM media (Gibco cat. # 11496-015) supplemented with 10% antibiotic-antimycotic 

(Gibco Cat. # 15240-062) in a 28°C incubator. All P2 stocks were titered by plaque 

assays and the clones with the highest titered stock, α5-3 and β1-5, were used to infect 

50 mL of 2 x106 SF9 insect cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5. Cells were 

harvested 72 h post-infection and separated from the media by centrifugation at 1,811 

xg at 4°C for 20 min. The cell pellet was discarded and the media fraction, with the 

addition of an EDTA-free protease inhibitor mix (Roche cat. # 04693159001), was 

applied to an equilibrated (lysis buffer; 50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM 

imidazole, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 8.0) 1 mL Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen cat. # 30210) 

gravity-flow column (BIORAD cat. # 731-1550) and the flow-through sample was re-

loaded prior to washing and elution. A step-wise wash gradient with increasing 

concentrations of imidazole (60 mM, 80 mM, 100 mM; three 1 mL fractions were 

collected for each wash) was used to remove non-specific protein nickel interactions. 

Bound protein was eluted with a 250 mM imidazole buffer and collected in 300 µL 

fractions. The lysis, wash, and elution buffers were identical except for varying 

imidazole concentrations, and the wash and elution buffers were protease inhibitor free. 

The media, flow-through, wash, and elution fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and, 

in addition, the elution fractions were analyzed by Western blot. 
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Large-Scale Protein Expression and Purification via Nickel Column 
Chromatography 

A brief diagram depicting the α5β1 integrin purification scheme is shown in 

Figure 2-1. Approximately 1 L of SF9 insect cells (2 x106), in SF-900 II SFM media, 

were co-infected with recombinant baculovirus stocks of α5-3 and β1-5 at an MOI of 5 

for each virus. Cells were harvested 72 h post-infection and separated from the media 

by centrifugation at 1,811g at 4°C for 20 min. The cell pellet was discarded and 10% 

PEG 8000 (Fisher Scientific Cat. # BP233-1) was added to the media to precipitate 

protein O/N followed by centrifugation at 17,700g at 4°C for 90 min to collect the pellet. 

This pellet was resupsended in 25-50 mL lysis buffer (including protease inhibitor) 

depending on pellet size. Following resuspension, an additional centrifugation step at 

1,811g at 4°C for 20 min was performed to clarify the supernatant. The pellet was 

discarded and the supernatant was applied to an equilibrated (lysis buffer) 5 mL Ni-NTA 

agarose gravity-flow column and the flow-through sample was re-loaded prior to 

washing and elution. The column was washed separately with 25 mL each of 100 mM 

and 150 mM imidazole. Bound protein was eluted with 400 mM imidazole and collected 

in 1 mL fractions. The flow-through, wash, and elution fractions were analyzed by SDS-

PAGE. Based on the SDS-PAGE data, fractions containing only the respective integrin 

domains were pooled and concentrated with a 9-kDa cutoff concentrator (Amicon). 

Folding, assembly, and activation of integrin heterodimers are dependent on divalent 

cations, which have crucial roles in these processes (12, 119). For these proteins, Ca2+ 

aids heterodimer formation, while Mg2+ and Mn2+ support ligand binding. Thus samples 

were buffer exchanged and concentrated into buffers including 1 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM 

CaCl2 for further studies. Elution fractions were dialyzed into 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 
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150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM CaCl2, serial diluted, analyzed by negative stain 

EM, cryo-EM, and SPR as described below. 

Co-Immunoprecipitation of α5β1 Integrin and AAV2 

A co-immunoprecipitation experiment was conducted to determine if an anti-α5β1 

integrin antibody (Abcam cat. # P1D6) that recognizes only the α5 integrin subunit could 

pull down the β1 integrin subunit and if the α5β1 integrin sample could pull down AAV2. 

Protein G Sepharose Fast Flow slurry (GE Healthcare cat. # 17-0618) was prepared 

according to the manufacturer. The slurry was centrifuged at 1,000 xg for 5 min to spin 

down the beads and the supernatant was decanted. The beads were washed two more 

times and resuspended in binding buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

MgCl2, 1 mM MnCl2, 0.1 mM CaCl2). Five experimental conditions were assayed: 1) To 

determine if α5β1 integrin can pull down AAV2 - 50 µL of beads (100 µg) + 2 µL 

antibody (8 µg) + 500 µL binding buffer + 4 µL α5β1 integrin (16 µg) + 20 µL AAV2 (24 

µg); 2) to determine if the anti- α5β1 integrin antibody can pull down β1 integrin - 50 µL 

of beads (100 µg) + 2 µL antibody (8 µg) + 500 µL binding buffer + 4 µL α5β1 integrin 

(16 µg); 3) to determine if AAV2 interacts nonspecifically with the  beads - 50 µL of 

beads (100 ug) + 20 µL AAV2 (24 µg) + 500 µL binding buffer; 4) to determine if AAV2 

interacts nonspecifically with the anti- α5β1 integrin antibody - 50 µL of beads (100 ug) 

+ 2 µL of anti a5b1 antibody (8 µg) + 500 µL binding buffer + 20 µL AAV2 (24 ug); and 

5) to determine if α5β1 integrin interacts nonspecifically with the beads – 50 µL of beads 

(100 µg) + 4 µL integrin (16 µg). The six immunoprecipitation experiments were 

conducted over the course of 1-3 days as follows: Day 1) tubes 1 and 2 – antibody, 

beads, and binding buffer were gently rocked at 4°C for 1 h followed by the addition of 

α5β1 integrin and more rocking at 4°C overnight. Tube 3 – AAV2, beads, and binding 
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buffer were rocked overnight at 4°C. Tube 4 – antibody, beads, and binding buffer were 

rocked for at 4°C for 1 h followed by the addition of AAV2 and more rocking at 4°C 

overnight. Tube 5 - α5β1 integrin and binding buffer were rocked at 4°C overnight. Day 

2) tube 1 – AAV2 was added to the mixture and rocked overnight at 4°C. Tubes 2-5 – 

the mixture was centrifuged at 1,000 xg to pellet the beads. The supernatant was 

removed and saved as “unbound”. One mL of binding buffer was added to the beads for 

washing and was centrifuged at 1,000 xg for 5 min. Two more wash steps were 

performed and these were saved as “wash 1-3”. Fifty µL of 2X SDS loading dye were 

added to the beads after the final wash. The mixture was centrifuged at 1,000 xg for 5 

min and the supernatant was saved as “elution”. Day 3) Tube 1 – the same procedure 

as day 2. All samples were run on Western blots as described below. 

Purification of Baculovirus AAV2 VLPs 

Cell Culture and Virus Infection 

The recombinant baculovirus vector containing a modified AAV2 VP1-3 gene to 

ensure proper ratios of expressed VP1:VP2:VP3 was a generous gift from Sergei 

Zolotukin (Gene Therapy Center, University of Florida) (120). An appropriate volume of 

a titered recombinant baculovirus packaging the AAV2 VP1-3 gene was used to 

express AAV virus-like particles (VLPs) by infecting SF9 insect cells maintained at 2.0 

x106 cells/mL of suspension at 27°C. The cells were harvested 72 h post infection by 

centrifugation at 1,100 xg for 15 min and the pellet was collected. 

Virus Purification 

A brief diagram depicting the AAV2 VLP purification scheme is shown in Figure 

2-1. The recombinant AAV2 was purified according to the published protocol (121). The 

pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, 150 mM, pH 8.4 and freeze thawed 
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3x in liquid nitrogen and 37°C water baths. One microliter of benzonase (Sigma cat. # 

E1014) was added to the cell lysate (50 U/mL final concentration) and incubated at 

37°C for 30 min. The crude cell lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 4,000 xg for 20 

min and the supernatant was then loaded onto a discontinuous 15-60% iodixanol step 

gradient prepared from Optiprep (Nycomed cat. # 1114542). The iodixanol gradient was 

then centrifuged at 350,000 xg at 18°C for 1 h. The gradient was fractionated and the 

VLP fractions containing VP1-VP3 was identified by Dot blot probed with B1 as primary 

antibody (data not shown) (99). The fractions from the 25% iodixanol gradient were 

further purified on an anion exchange 5 mL HiTrap Q column (GE Healthcare cat. # 17-

5159-01). The clarified cell lysate was diluted with 2x Buffer A (20 mM Tris, 15 mM 

NaCl, pH 8.5), loaded onto a column at 1 mL/min, washed with 50 mL Buffer A, and the 

sample was eluted with 30 mL Buffer B (20 mM Tris, 500 mM NaCl, pH 8.5). The 

fractions were collected and buffer exchanged and concentrated as described below. 

Virus Buffer Exchange and Concentration 

The AAV2 VLPs were buffer exchanged and concentrated in 150 kDa nominal 

cutoff Apollo concentrators (Orbital Biosciences cat. # AP2015010). The virus was 

buffer exchanged 3X by adding up to ~20 mL of the desired buffer to the sample in the 

retentate vial and concentrated by centfiguation at ~1,933 xg at 4°C. On the last buffer 

exchange, the sample was concentrated by centrifugation to the desired volume. The 

samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, Dot blot, and negative stain electron 

microscopy (EM) for monitoring VLP purity and integrity prior to use for negative stain 

EM, cryo-EM, and SPR as described below.  
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A20 IgG and Fab Purification 

A20 IgG Purification 

Approximately 4 mL of concentrated hybridoma supernatant stock of A20 (1A2-

HL2185) were supplied from the hybridoma core at the Interdisciplinary Center for 

Biotechnology Research (ICBR) at the University of Florida. Approximately 4 mL of 

Protein G Sepharose Fast Flow 50% ethanol slurry with (GE Healthcare) were added to 

a 15 mL falcon tube and spun at 2,500 xg for 3 min. Ethanol was decanted and the 

Protein G beads were resupsended in 10 column volumes of binding buffer (10 mL, 20 

mM NaH2Po4). This wash step was repeated twice. After the third wash, the 4 mL of 

A20 supernatant was applied to the beads and the total volume was brought up to 12 

mL using binding buffer. The sample and beads were rotated in an end-over-end mixer 

at 4°C overnight. The next morning, the mixture was added to a gravity flow column 

(BIORAD cat. # 731-1550) and washed with a total of 40 mL of binding buffer. The 

bound sample was eluted (0.1 M Glycine HCl, pH 3.0) and collected in 1 mL fractions in 

microcentrifuge tubes containg150 µL of neutralization buffer (1 M Tris, pH 8.8). The 

samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, Western blot, SPR, and digested to produce 

Fabs as described below. 

A20 Fab Purification 

A brief diagram depicting the A20 Fab purification scheme is shown in Figures 2-

1 and 2-2. The A20 Fab purification protocol was conducted according to the Fab 

preparation kit (Pierce cat. # 44985). Briefly, 500 µL (4 mg/mL) of concentrated A20 IgG 

was centrifuged in the provided desalting column to bind low molecular weight 

contaminants, while the A20 IgG was in the flow through. The flow through was added 

to an immobilized papain column and incubated in an end-over-end mixer at 37°C for 
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exactly 3 h. The column was then centrifuged and the flow through was collected. An 

additional wash step using 500 µL of 1X PBS was performed and these two fractions 

were pooled for a total volume of 1 mL. The contents were mixed end-over-end in a pre-

packaged Protein A column for 10 min at room temperature. The Protein A column was 

centrifuged at 1,000 xg and a 1 mL fraction was collected. This should contain the Fab 

fragments. Two additional spins with 1 mL of 1X PBS were performed to recover the 

maximum amount of Fab fragments. Three more centrifugation steps using 1 mL of 

elution buffer per step was performed to remove undigested Fc and IgG fragments. 

Approximately 100 µL of a 1 M Tris, pH 8.8 solution were added to each tube for pH 

neutralization. The six fractions, plus the A20 IgG control (starting material) were 

analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Samples were also utilized for SPR as described below. 

SDS-PAGE Analysis 

All purified protein samples [AAV2 (VP1 - 87 kDa, VP2 - 72 kDa, VP3 – 62 kDa), 

αVβ5 (αV - 115 kDa, β5 - 85 kDa),  α5β1 (α5 - 115 kDa, β1 - 85 kDa)  integrins, A20 

IgG (heavy chain – 50 kDa, light chain – 25 kDa) and Fabs (25 kDa)] were analyzed. 

For both integrin purifications, protein bands were cut from the gel and the slices were 

stored in destain until the samples were prepared for protein verification by mass 

spectrometry (see below).  All fraction samples were boiled for 10 min, centrifuged 

briefly, and loaded onto a 4-20% polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad cat. # 345-003). SDS-

PAGE was performed at 125 V for 90 min (122). Gels were stained in a solution 

consisting of 12.5% coomassie blue stain stock R-250, 10% acetic acid, and 50% 

methanol for 1 h. Gels were destained in solution consisting of 10% acetic acid and 

50% methanol overnight.  
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Western Blot Analysis 

Fraction samples (αVβ5 and α5β1 integrins, and A20 IgG and Fabs) were 

prepared as above for SDS-PAGE analysis prior to Western blot analysis. Briefly, gels 

were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Whatman cat. # 10401197) at 1 amp for 

1 h 30 min. Transferred membranes were blocked in 5% dry milk/1X PBS, 0.05% 

Tween for 1 h, incubated with a mouse anti-His primary antibody for αVβ5 and α5β1 

integrins (Abcam cat. # 18184) in a 1% dry milk solution, and incubated with a 

secondary anti-mouse IgG antibody (1:5,000; GE Healthcare cat. # NA931V). Three 

consecutive washes (5min; 1X PBS, 0.05% Tween) were conducted between each 

step. Integrins were detected using chemiluminescence (Millipore cat. WBKLS0500). 

Native Dot Blot 

Un-boiled elution fractions (total 5 µg) that have not been denatured, previously 

indicated by SDS-PAGE and/or Western blot to contain AAV2 VLPs or integrin domains 

were loaded onto nitrocellulose membranes and treated under the same conditions as a 

Western blot. A20 Mab and C37 Mab for AAV2 (99), anti-integrin αVβ5 (Abcam P1F6), 

and anti-integrin α5β1 (Abcam 6131), all of which recognize conformational epitopes 

were utilized for detection. Additional primary Mabs, anti-integrin β1 (Abcam 7168), 

which recognizes a linear-conformational epitope for the β1 integrin subunit, and B1 

(negative control) (99), which recognizes a linear epitope for AAV2 were used. 

Mass Spectrometry 

Trypsin Digestion of αVβ5 and α5β1 integrin samples 

A wash solution of 200 µL of 50 mM NH4HCO3/50% acetonitrile (pH 8.4) was 

added to the excised SDS-PAGE gel bands containing proteins believed to be the 

integrin subunits. The contents of each tube were vortexed for 45 minutes and the 
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solution was discarded. The wash step was repeated until the gel slices were clear and 

then they were dried (Speedvac) to remove liquid. A freshly prepared 45 mM 

dithiothreitol solution (DTT) was added to cover the gel slices for 45 min at 55˚C.  The 

DTT solution was replaced with approximately the same volume of freshly prepared 100 

mM iodoacetamide followed by incubation at RT for 45 min. The iodoacetamide solution 

was removed and the gel slices were washed with 200 µL of 50 mM NH4HCO3/50% 

acetonitrile (pH 8.4) for 30 min with vortexing. The wash solution was removed and this 

procedure was repeated 3 times. The gel slices were dried in a Speedvac.  

Approximately 5-10 µL of 12.5 ng/µL Trypsin (Promega) in 25 mM NH4HCO3 (pH 8.4) 

was added to each gel slice and incubated at 4°C for 30 min. Excess enzyme solution 

was removed, the required volume of 25 mM NH4HCO3 (pH 8.4) to cover the gel slices 

were added and they were incubated at 37˚C for 12 to 16 hrs. The reaction was stopped 

by adding aqueous 5% acetic acid to a final concentration of 0.5%. 

The tubes containing the gel slices were agitated for 15 min and centrifuged at 

10,000 g for 1 min on a benchtop microcentrifuge. The supernatant (containing tryptic 

peptides) was transferred to a clean 0.5-mL tube (BioRad).  Approximately 50 µL of 

extraction solution (80 % acetonitrile, 1 % TFA) was added to the gel slices followed by 

sonication in an ultrasonic water bath for 5 min.  The supernatant (containing additional 

tryptic peptides) was transferred to the same 0.5-mL tube. The gel slices were extracted 

again with an additional 50 µL of acetonitrile and agitation by gentle vortexing for 10 min 

and centrifuged at x 10,000 g for 1 min. The supernatant was combined with the 

previous two extractions in the 0.5 mL tube. The pooled extracted peptides were dried 

by Speedvac. Approximately 15 µL of Loading Buffer (3% ACN, 1% acetic acid, and 0.1 
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% TFA) was added to each tube and gently agitated by vortexing. The supernatants 

were transferred to a vial for Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass Spectrometry (LC-

MS/MS) analysis. 

LC- MS/MS 

The enzymatically-digested integrin samples were injected onto a capillary trap 

(LC Packings PepMap) and desalted for 5 min with a flow rate 10 µL/min of 0.1% v/v 

acetic acid.  The samples were loaded onto a column (LC Packing® C18 Pep Map) on 

the Tempo nanoflow HPLC system. The elution gradient of the HPLC column started at 

97% solvent A (0.1% v/v acetic acid, 3% v/v ACN, and 96.9% v/v H2O), 3% solvent B 

(0.1% v/v acetic acid, 96.9% v/v ACN), and 3% v/v H2Oand finished at 60% solvent B, 

40% solvent A and ran for 20 min. For protein identification LC-MS/MS analysis was 

conducted using a hybrid quadrupole-linear ion trap mass spectrometer (4000QTRAP, 

Applied Biosystems). The focusing potential and ion spray voltage was set to 275 V and 

2600 V, respectively. The information-dependent acquisition (IDA) mode of operation 

was employed in which a survey scan from m/z 400–1500 was acquired followed by 

collision-induced dissociation (CID) of the two most intense ions. Survey and MS/MS 

spectra for each IDA cycle were accumulated for 1 and 3 s, respectively. 

Protein Search Algorithm for Peptide Mass Identification 

 Tandem mass spectra for the integrin samples were extracted by ABI Analyst 

version 1.4.1. All MS/MS samples were analyzed using Mascot (Matrix Science, 

London, UK; version 2.0.01). Mascot was set up to search the IPI Human database 

(67,524 entries) assuming the enzyme used for protein digestion was trypsin. Mascot 

was searched with a fragment ion mass tolerance of 0.60 Da and a parent ion tolerance 

of 1.0 Da. Iodoacetamide derivative of Cys, deamidation of Asn and Gln, oxidation of 
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Met were specified in Mascot as variable modifications. Scaffold (version Scaffold-02-

03-01, Proteome Software Inc., Portland, OR) was used to validate MS/MS based 

peptide and protein identifications. Peptide identifications were accepted if they could be 

established at greater than 95.0% probability as specified by the Peptide Prophet 

algorithm (123). Protein identifications were accepted if established at greater than 

99.0% probability and contain at least 2 identified unique peptides. Protein probabilities 

were assigned by the Protein Prophet algorithm (124). 

Transduction Inhibition Assays In Vitro 

To determine the capacity of αVβ5 integrin, α5β1 integrin, α-defensins 1,2, and 5 

to inhibit AAV2 transduction, various experimental conditions were assayed. HeLa cells 

at a concentration of 1 X 106 were employed for all experiments. Highly purified stocks 

of self-complementary rAAV2-GFP viruses (5 X 107 viral genomes per microliter) 

packaging the enhanced green fluorescence gene (scAAV2-EGFP) was a kind gift from  

Drs. Arun Srivastava and Chen Ling (University of Florida, Gainesville, FL).  

The following experiments were conducted: 1) αVβ5 integrin – 100 µg/mL and 10 

µg/mL, 2) α5β1 – 100 µg/mL, 3) α-defensin 1 – 100 µg/mL, 10 µg/mL, and 1 µg/mL, 4) 

α-defensin 2 – 100 µg/mL, 10 µg/mL, and 1 µg/mL, 5) α-defensin 5 – 200 µg/mL, 20 

µg/mL, and 200 ng/mL. Based on the premise that 1 virus contains 60 VP binding sites, 

complexing ratios were established where a ratio of 1 VP:1 integrin is equivalent to 60 

integrin attachments on one capsid. All complexing ratios are shown in Table 2-3.The 

virus and integrin or defensins complexes were mixed in 50 μl of Dulbecco’s Modified 

Eagle Medium (DMEM; Life Technologies) lacking FBS and antibiotic/antimycotic and 

incubated at room temperature for 30 min prior to infection of Human cervical cancer 

(HeLa) cells. The cells were washed once with 1 X PBS and infected at a multiplicity of 
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infection (MOI) of 1,250 viral genomes per cell in various experiments. After 2 h, an 

additional 150 μl of DMEM media with 5% FBS and antibiotic/antimycotic (Life 

Technologies) were added to each well. Seventy-two h after infection, transgene 

expression was detected by fluorescence microscopy using an Axiovert 25 fluorescence 

microscope (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY). Images from three independent visual 

fields were analyzed quantitatively by ImageJ analysis software (National Institutes of 

Health, Bethesda, MD). Transgene expression was assessed as total area of green 

fluorescence (pixel2) per visual field (mean ± SD). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 

used to compare test results with the control, and they were determined to be 

statistically significant when p <0.05. 

Surface Plasmon Resonance 

A sensorgram depicting the multiple stages (e.g. association, dissociation, 

regeneration) and types of kinetic experiments conducted by SPR are depicted in 

Figure 2-3. Multiple protein samples were used for difference reactions (AAV2-αVβ5 

integrin, AAV2-α5β1 integrin, AAV1-α5β1 integrin, AAV5-α5β1 integrin, AAV2-A20 IgG, 

and AAV2-A20 Fab). Real-time measurements of analyte-ligand associations were 

carried out with an automated biosensor on BIAcore 2000 or BIAcore X-100 instruments 

(GE Healthcare). Ligands are defined as protein coupled to chip and the analyte is 

protein flowed over ligand. Carboxymethyl-dextran coated biosensor chips (CM5 or 

CM3; GE Healthcare) or carboxymethyl 1 chips (CM1; GE Healthcare) were used for 

amine coupling experiments. Ligands were diluted in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffers 

with a low pH (pH range 4.0 – 5.0) for coupling, typically 1 pH unit under the isoelectric 

point (pI) to impart a net positive charge on the ligand. The biosensor chips were 

activated with N-hydroxysuccimide and N-ethyl-N’-(dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 
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followed by ligand immobilization. Immobilization buffers without Tris such as 1 XPBS or 

20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 were used. Activated sites that remained 

uncoupled were quenched (i.e. blocked) by addition of 1 M ethanolamine-HCL, pH 8.5. 

An additional flow cell was activated and quenched on each chip for reference 

subtraction. Response values that depict changes in refractive indices on sensorgrams 

are measured in response units (RU). One RU unit is equivalent to 1 picogram of 

protein per mm2. Additional information is provided for each experiment below. 

Manual Runs of αVβ5 Integrin Injected Over Immobilized AAV2 

This experiment was performed on the BIAcore 2000 instrument. A brief diagram 

depicting the immobilization, binding, and regeneration steps are shown in Figure 2-4. 

AAV2 was diluted in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 4.5 to a final concentration of 50 

µg/mL and immobilized on flow cell 2 at 1296 RU on a C1 chip. Flow cell 1 was blocked 

and served as a reference for subtraction. The following amounts of sample were 

injected over both flow cells at at 5 µL/min for 2 min: 1) A20 IgG (2.2 µM), 2) 50 mm 

diethylamine regeneration at 50 µL/min for 24 sec, 3) αVβ5 integrin (4.1 µM) in the 

presence of 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2, 4) αVβ5 integrin (4.1 µM) in the presence 20 

mM MnCl2 and the same concentration of divalent cations as in injection 3, 5) αVβ5 

integrin (8.2 µM) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2. Ligand and analyte 

ratios are depicted in Table 2-4. 

Manual Runs of α5β1 and β1 Integrin Injected over Immobilized AAV2 

This experiment was performed on the BIAcore 2000 instrument. AAV2 was 

diluted in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 4.5 to a final concentration of 25 µg/mL and 

immobilized on flow cell 2 at 187 RU on a CM5 chip. Flow cell 1 was blocked and 

served as a reference for subtraction. The following samples were flowed over all four 
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flow cells at 5 µL/min for 2 min unless otherwise noted: 1) α5β1 integrin (2 µM) in the 

presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration, 2) β1 integrin (6 µM) in 

the presence of 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MnCl2, and 1 mM MgCl2, 3) the D11 antibody (10 

µM) against AAV1 was used as a negative control, 4) β1 integrin (2 µM) in the presence 

of 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2 5) 20 mM EDTA  regeneration at 50 µL/min for 24 sec, 

6) 50 mM diethylamine at 50 µL/min for 24 sec, 7) β1 integrin (2 µM) in the presence of 

1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MnCl2, and 1 mM MgCl2, 8) 20 mM EDTA as a regeneration buffer 

at 50 µL/min for 24 sec, 9) β1 integrin (2 µM) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM 

MnCl2, and 1 mM MgCl2 + 20 mM EDTA. Ligand and analyte ratios are depicted in 

Table 2-4. 

Manual Runs of α5β1 Integrin Injected over Immobilized AAV1, AAV2, and AAV5  

This experiment was performed on the BIAcore 2000 instrument. AAV1, AAV2, 

and AAV5 were diluted in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 4.5 to a final concentration 

of 50 µg/mL and immobilized on flow cells, three, two, and four respectively on a CM3 

chip. Flow cell one was blocked and used for reference subtraction for all experiments. 

The immobilized levels of sample were 3709 RU (AAV1), 4250 RU (AAV2), and 3271 

RU (AAV5). The following amounts of sample were flowed over all four flow cells at 5 

µL/min for 2 min unless otherwise noted: 1) α5β1 integrin (2 µM) in the presence of 1 

mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2, 2) α5β1 integrin (5 µM) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2,1 

mM MgCl2, and 1 mM MnCl2, 3) A20 antibody (2.2 µM) control, 4) 50 mM diethylamine 

as a regeneration buffer at 50 µL/min for 24 sec. The following amounts of sample were 

flowed over flow cells 2 and 1 at 5 µL/min for 2 min unless otherwise noted 5) α5β1 

integrin (5 µM) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2, 6) 20 mM EDTA 

regeneration at 50 µL/min for 24 sec, 7) 50 mM diethylamine regeneration at 50 µL/min 
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for 24 sec, 8) α5β1 integrin (10 µM) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2,1 mM MgCl2, and 1 

mM MnCl2, 9) α5β1 integrin (3 µM) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2,1 mM MgCl2, and 1 

mM MnCl2, 10) 50 mM diethylamine regeneration as a regeneration buffer at 50 µL/min 

for 24 sec,11) α5β1 integrin (1.5 µM) + 20 mM EDTA in the presence of all three 

divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration, 12) 50 mM diethylamine regeneration at 50 

µL/min for 24 sec, 13) α5β1 integrin (1.5 µM) + 20 mM EDTA in the presence of all 

three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration, 14) 50 mM diethylamine regeneration as 

a regeneration buffer at 50 µL/min for 24 sec, 15) α5β1 integrin (20 µM) + 20 mM EDTA 

in the presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration. Ligand and analyte 

ratios are depicted in Table 2-4. 

Manual Run of AAV2 Injected over Immobilized α5β1 integrin 

This experiment was performed on the BIAcore 2000 instrument.  A brief diagram 

depicting the immobilization, binding, and regeneration steps are shown in Figure 2-5. 

α5β1 integrin was diluted in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 4.0 to a final 

concentration of 25 µg/mL and immobilized on flow cell 2 at 3104 RU on a CM3 chip. 

Flow cell 1 was blocked for reference subtraction. The following amounts of sample 

were flowed over both flow cells at 5 µL/min for 2 min unless otherwise noted: 1) AAV2 

(150 nM) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2,1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM MnCl2, 2) anti - α5β1 

integrin antibody (1 µM). Ligand and analyte ratios are depicted in Table 2-4. 

AAV2-A20 IgG Single-Cyle Kinetics 

This experiment was performed on the BIAcore X100 instrument. A brief diagram 

depicting the immobilization, capture, and binding experiments is depicted in Figure 2-6. 

A20 IgG was diluted in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.5 buffer to a final concentration of 

25 µg/mL and immobilized on a CM3 chip at 100 RU. A single-cycle capture kinetics 
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experiment was conducted by capturing AAV2 (10 µg/mL) at ~100 RU on the 

immobilized A20 IgG. Following capture, a concentration series of A20 IgG was flowed 

over captured AAV2 as follows: 1) Buffer only – 3 replicates, 2) 1.6 nM, 3) 8 nM, 4) 40 

nM, 5) 200 nM, 6) 1000 nM. Ligand and analyte ratios are depicted in Table 2-5. Other 

experimental details are as follows: AAV2 capture time = 60 sec, stabilization period, 10 

sec, A20 IgG injection time = 3 min, flow rate = 30 µL/min, dissociation time = 30 min. 

Ligand and analyte ratios are depicted in Table 2-6. The surface was regenerated with 

50 mM diethylamine only once after the 1000 nM A20 IgG dissociation. Kinetic binding 

data, including association (ka) and dissociation (kd) rate constants, were determined 

with BIAevaluation software for BIAcore X100. 

AAV2-A20 IgG Multi-Cycle Kinetics  

This experiment was performed on the BIAcore X100 instrument. A brief diagram 

depicting the immobilization and direct binding experiments is depicted in Figure 2-7. 

AAV2 was diluted in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.5 buffer to a final concentration of 17 

µg/mL and immobilized on a CM3 chip at 100 RU. A multi-cycle direct binding kinetics 

experiment was conducted using a concentration series of A20 IgG as follows: 1) Buffer 

only – 3 replicates, 2) 0.5 nM, 3) 2 nM, 4) 5 nM, 6) 10 nM, 7) 50 nM – 2 replicates, 8) 

100 nM, 9) 500 nM, 10) 1000 nM. Ligand and analyte ratios are depicted in Table 2-5. 

Other experimental details are as follows: Flow rate = 30 µL/min, injection time = 3 min, 

stabilization time = 0 min, dissociation time = 30 min. The surface was regenerated after 

each binding interval using 15 µL of 50 mM diethylamine at a flow rate of 30 µL/min for 

30 sec. Kinetic binding data, including association (ka) and dissociation (kd) rate 

constants, were determined with BIAevaluation software for BIAcore X100. 
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AAV2-A20 Fab Multi-Cycle Kinetics  

This experiment was performed on the BIAcore 2000 instrument. AAV2 was 

diluted in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.5 buffer to a final concentration of 25 µg/mL and 

immobilized on a CM3 chip at 1508 RU. A multi-cycle direct binding kinetics experiment 

was conducted using a concentration series of A20 Fab as follows: 1) Buffer only – 3 

replicates, 2) 20 nM, 3) 100 nM, 4) 250 nM, 5) 500 nM, 5) 1000 nM – 2 replicates, 6) 

2500 nM, 7) 5000 nM, 8) 7500 nM, 9) 10000 nM. Ligand and analyte ratios are depicted 

in Table 2-5. Other experimental details are as follows: Flow rate  = 30 µL/min, injection 

time = 3 min, stabilization time = 0 min, dissociation time = 30 min. The surface was 

regenerated after each binding interval by using 15 µL of 50 mM diethylamine at a flow 

rate of 30 µL/min for 30 sec. Kinetic binding data, including association (ka) and 

dissociation (kd) rate constants, were determined with BIAevaluation software version 

4.0. 

Negative Stain Electron Microscopy  

Five microliters of AAV VLP and αVβ5 and α5β1 integrin samples were pipetted 

onto glow-discharged C-flat Holey Carbon Grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and 

washed three times by inversion on 15 µL drops of diH2O. Proteins were then stained 

for 30 sec by inversion on two 15 µL drops of either 2% uranyl acetate or 2% uranyl 

formate (Polyscience, Inc. cat. # 24762). The grids were blotted using filter paper after 

the last wash and staining steps. The samples were visualized by using a Tecnai G2 

Spirit Transmission Electron Microscope (FEI) at 50K magnification. Complexing ratios 

are shown in Table 2-6. 
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AAV2 Complexed with αVβ5 Integrin 

AAV2 (1.0 mg/mL) was complexed with αVβ5 integrin (0.13 mg/mL) in a ratio of 8 

VP:1 integrin (Table 2-6). The complexing was performed in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 

mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2. The samples were stained with 2% uranly acetate 

prior to viewing with the electron microscope. 

α5β1 Integrin Dilution Series 

A dilution series was conducted to visualize individual α5β1 integrin molecules by 

analyzing stock (0.6 mg/mL) and 2X, 10X, 20X, 100X, and 200X dilutions. The 

complexing was performed in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM 

CaCl2 , 1 mM MnCl2 and stained with 2% uranlyl formate prior to viewing with the 

electron microscope.  

AAV2 Complexed with α5β1 and β1 Only Integrins 

AAV2 (0.82 mg/mL) was complexed with α5β1 (1.27 mg/mL) and β1 only (3.16 

mg/mL) in a ratio of 1 VP:1 integrin (Table 2-6). The AAV2 and both integrin samples 

were dialyzed into 20 mm HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, and 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 

150 mM NaCl, 1mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, respectively, prior to complexing. The 

complexes were stained by 2% uranyl acetate prior to visualization by the electron 

microscope. 

Protein Crosslinking of AAV2 and α5β1 Integrins 

AAV2 and α5β1 integrin were cross linked via BS3 crosslinkers (Pierce cat. # 

21580). The conjugation and quenching buffers were 20 mm HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 1 

mM MgCl2, 0.1 mm CaCl2, 1 mM MnCl2 and 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, respectively. The 

BS3 sample was prepared in water according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Two 

separate reactions were conducted: 1) AAV2 (0.82 mg/mL) and α5β1 integrin (3.2 
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mg/mL) were complexed in a ratio of 1 VP:1 integrin (Table 2-6), 2) AAV2 (0.82 mg/mL) 

and α5β1 integrin (0.006 mg/mL) complexed in a ratio of 1 VP:0.002 integrin (Table 2-

6). Following complexing, a final concentration of 0.42 mM BS3 was added to the mixed 

proteins and incubated for 30 min at room temperature. The reactions were quenched 

for 15 min at room temperature by adding quenching buffer to a final concentration of 30 

mM. 

AAV2 VLPs Complexed with α-Defensins 1, 2, and 5 

AAV2 (0.9 mg/mL) was complexed with α-defensins 1 (Peptide Institute, Inc cat. 

#4271-s), 2 (Peptide Institute Inc cat. #4428-s), and 5 (Peptide Institute Inc cat. #4415-

s) in ratios of 1 VP:2.5 α-defensins (Table 2-6). The complexing buffer was 20 mM 

HEPES, 150 mM NaCl. The samples were stained with 2% uranyl acetate prior to 

visualization by the electron microscope. 

Cryo-Electron Microscopy 

The following procedures describe the methods employed for analyzing 

complexes of AAV2-α5β1 integrin and AAAV-α-defensin 5 by cryo-EM. The complex 

ratios are depicted in Table 2-6 and a general overview of the procedure is shown in 

Figure 2-8. The statistics for the individual reconstructions are collated in Table 2-7. 

Cryo-EM Data Collection 

Small aliquots (~3.0 µL) of complexed samples were incubated on ice for 1 h and 

then vitrified using a Mark 4 Vitrobot (FEI) on holey carbon grids. The samples were 

examined using a Tecnai G2 F20 (FEI) microscope at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV 

at a nominal magnification of 67,000 X. Digital micrographs were collected on an 

Ultrascan 4000 CCD camera (Gatan Inc.) using a step size of 2.24 Å/pixel. The CCD 

images were saved in the Gatan DM3 file format.  
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Three-Dimensional Reconstruction 

Individual images of complexes were manually selected from the digitized 

micrographs and extracted within box sizes 1.5X to 2X the length of the longest axis of 

the particle using the interactive graphics program, EMAN2 (125). Preprocessing of the 

selected images and estimation of the defocus levels of each micrograph were 

determined use EMAN2. Particles were manually selected, screened, and separated 

into data sets for initial model building and refinements. Particles were removed from 

data sets if they were too close to one another or there was heterogeneity in the 

sample. Table 2-7 shows the starting and final number of particles. Initial models for all 

data sets were generated using 10%-15% of the total number of boxed particles 

selected from the furthest-from-focus micrographs. The initial models served as starting 

models for full orientation and origin determination of the entire data set. Both 

icosahedrally averaged and asymmetric reconstructions started with icosahedrally 

averaged initial models, however, the asymmetric refinements employed the C1 option 

(no symmetry) in EMAN2. Refinements were conducted in two to three steps using 

decreasing angular search values (delta) and the previous cycle’s last refinement 

model. The resolution of the final 3D maps, reconstructed from the selected particle 

images were estimated using the 0.143 threshold of the Fourier Shell Correlation 

criterion (FSC) (data not shown). The handedness of the 3D reconstructed maps was 

determined by comparison of the surface features of the AAV2 crystal structure (PDB 

accession number 1LP3) (76) using the “fit” command in Chimera. If the handedness of 

the cryo-EM density map was not accurate, the “vop zflip #(map)” command (vop = 

volume editor) in Chimera (http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera) corrected the handedness 

of the cryo-EM density map to match the AAV2 crystal structure.  

http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/
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Fitting of Pseudo-Atomic Models into Cryo-EM Density Maps 

The atomic coordinates for the AAV2 crystal structure solved at 3 Å (1LP3; 53) 

was used for capsid docking and scaling of cryo-EM density maps. For structural 

comparisons, the AAV2 crystal structure Protein Data Bank (PDB) file was converted 

from PDB to MRC (electron density) format to match the Å/pixel, resolution, and box 

size values of the cryo-EM density map using the “e2pdb2mrc.py –A (Å/pixels) –R 

(resolution) –B (box size) AAV2.pdb AAV2.mrc” command in the linux shell using 

EMAN2 (125). The structure factors (126) of the AAV2.mrc map were matched to the 

cryo-EM.mrc density map using the “e2proc3d.py cryo-EM_map.mrc x tmp.mrc --

calcsf=cryo-EM.sf” and “e2proc3d.py AAV2.mrc AAV2-filtered.mrc --setsf=cryo-EM.sf” 

commands and also to filter artifacts from the PDB density map (AAV2-filtered.mrc) to 

more accurately match the filtration of the cryo-EM density map. For example, the AAV2 

PDB artifacts are a result of the lower resolution filtered map still retaining higher 

resolution data. For visual comparisons between the AAV2-filtered.mrc and cryo-

EM.mrc density maps, the contour levels (density) of the map with the lower RMS (root 

mean-squared) value was scaled in Chimera using the “vop scale #(map) factor (higher 

RMS value / lower RMS value)” command. For docking, the AAV2 crystal structure was 

docked into the AAV2 electron density map using the “Fit” command in Chimera. The 

correlation coefficient between the AAV2 crystal structure and electron density was 

>95%. Difference maps were generated to subtract differences between volumes to 

identify or isolate masses in the cryo-EM maps. The AAV2-filtered.mrc map was 

subtracted from the AAV2-αVβ5 integrin map to identify positive density changes (gray) 

that could account for integrin binding. Negative differences (blue) were generated by 

subtracting the maps in the reverse order. Similarly, an AAV2-filtered.mrc map was 
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generated to the same parameters as the AAV2-HD5 density map and then subtracted 

from the AAV2-HD5 map to identify positive density differences (orange) that could 

account for HD5 binding. Negative density differences (blue) were calculated by 

subtracting the maps in the reverse order. The difference maps were generated in 

Chimera using the following command “vop #(map1) subtract (map2)”. The changes on 

the surface of the βDE loops due to HD5 binding were compared to the AAV2 crystal 

structure utilizing the “Real-Space Refine” command in COOT (187). 
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Table 2-1. Primer sequences for αV-Fos and β5-Jun genes 
Primer Name Sequences    aPr 
αV_F3-REb 5 ‘gagccatggcttttccgccgcggcgac 3’  1 
αV_R3-RE 5’ gaggaattctggctgaatgccccaggtgac 3’ 2 
Jun_F1-RE 5’ gagaagcttggcggcggcggcggcagaatcgcccggctggagg 3’ 3 
Jun_R1-RE 5’ gagctcgaggtggttcatgactttctgtttaagc 3' 4 
β5_F3-RE 5’ gagacatgttgccgcgggccccggcgc 3’   5 
β5_R3-RE 5’ gagaagcttgttgggggtgtttccacac 3’  6 
Fos_F2-RE 5’ gaggaattcggcggcggcggcggcctgactgatacactccaagc 3’ 7 
Fos_R2-RE 5’ gagctcgaggtgagctgccaggatgaactctag 3’ 8 
aIndicates the primers used as shown in Figure 3-1; brestriction sites are italicized and glycine linkers are 
underlined. 
 
Table 2-2. Primer sequences for α5-Fos and β1-Jun genes and a 8X histidine tag 
Primer Name Sequences aPr 
α5_F5-REb 5 ‘gaggtcgacgccaccatggggagccggacgccag 3’ 1 
α5_R5-RE 5’ gaggcggccgcatttctgccttggtccattgc 3’ 2 
Fos_F4-RE 5’ gaggcggccgctggtggtggtggtggtctgactgatacactccaagcg3’ 3 
Fos_R3-RE 5’ gagtctagagtgagctgccaggatgaactc 3’ 4 
His_F1-RE 5’ ctagacatcatcatcatcatcatcattaaa 3’  5 
His_R1-RE 5’ agcttttaatgatgatgatgatgatgatgt 3’   6 
β1_F5-RE 5’ gagggatccgccaccatgggtaatttacaaccaattttc 3’ 7 
β1_R7-RE 5’ gaggtcgacgtctggaccagtgggacac 3’  8 
Jun_F2-RE 5’ gaggtcgacggtggtggtggtggtagaatcgccggctggagg 3’ 9 
Jun_R2-RE 5’ gagtctagagtggttcatgactttctg 3' 10 
aIndicates the primers used as shown in Figure 4-1;  brestriction sites are italicized and glycine linkers are 
underlined. 
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Table 2-3. Ratios of AAV2 with integrins and α-defensins analyzed by transduction 
inhibition 

Virus   VPa         Protein  Moleculesb   Ratioc  
AAV2 5.0X109  αVβ5 integrin   3.01X1014        1:6.0X104 
AAV2 5.0X109  αVβ5 integrin   3.01X1013 1:6.0X103 
AAV2 5.0X109 α5β1 integrin   3.01X1014        1:6.0X104 
AAV2 5.0X109 HNP1  1.72X1016        1:3.4X106 
AAV2 5.0X109 HNP1  1.72X1015        1:3.4X105 
AAV2 5.0X109 HNP1  1.72X1014        1:3.4X104 
AAV2 5.0X109 HNP2  1.72X1016        1:3.4X106 
AAV2 5.0X109 HNP2   1.72X1015        1:3.4X105 
AAV2 5.0X109 HNP2 1.72X1014        1:3.4X104 

AAV2 5.0X109 HD5   3.44X1016        1:6.9X106 
AAV2 5.0X109 HD5 3.44X1015        1:6.9X105 
AAV2 5.0X109 HD5  3.44X1013        1:6.9X103 
aIndicates the number of viral proteins,bindicates the number of protein molecules, cindicates the inhibition 
ratio (viral proteins/protein molecules). Abbreviations: Viral proteins (VP), adeno-associated virus 
serotype 2 (AAV2), α-defensin 1 (HNP1), α-defensin 2 (HNP2), α-defensin 5 (HD5).  
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Table 2-4. Ratios of AAV2 and αVβ5 and α5β1 integrins analyzed by surface plasmon 
resonance 

Chip Liganda  VP/Moleculesb  Analytec Molarityd  Moleculese  Ratiof   
C1 AAV2 1.17X1010 A20 Mab 2.2 µM 1.33X1018 1:1.1X108

 AAV2 1.17X1010 αVβ5 integrin 4.1 µM  2.47X1018 1:2.1X108 
 AAV2 1.17X1010 αVβ5 integrin    8.2 µM 4.94X1018 1:4.2X108 
 
CM5 AAV2 1.69X109 α5β1 integrin  2.0 µM 1.21X1018 1:7.1X108 

 AAV2 1.69X109 β1 integrin   6.0 µM 3.61X1018 1:2.1X109 
 AAV2 1.69X109 D11 Mab 10 µM 6.02X1018 1:3.6X109  
 AAV2 1.69X109 β1 integrin   2.0 µM 1.20X1018 1:7.1X108  
 
CM3 AAV1 3.35X1010 α5β1 integrin   2.0 µM   1.20X1018 1:3.5X107 

 AAV2 3.84X1010 α5β1 integrin 2.0 µM   1.20X1018 1:3.1X107 

 AAV5 2.96X1010 α5β1 integrin 2.0 µM   1.20X1018 1:4.1X107 

 AAV1 3.35X1010 α5β1 integrin 5.0 µM   3.01X1018 1:9.0X107 

 AAV2 3.84X1010 α5β1 integrin 5.0 µM   3.01X1018 1:7.8X107 

 AAV5 2.96X1010 α5β1 integrin 5.0 µM   3.01X1018 1:1.0X108 

 AAV1 3.35X1010 A20 Mab  2.2 µM   1.33X1018 1:4.5X107 

 AAV2 3.84X1010 A20 Mab  2.2 µM   1.33X1018 1:3.5X107 

 AAV5 2.96X1010 A20 Mab  2.2 µM   1.33X1018 1:4.5X107 

 AAV2 3.84X1010 α5β1 integrin  10 µM 6.02X1018 1:1.6X108 

 AAV2 3.84X1010 α5β1 integrin 3.0 µM 1.81X1018 1:4.7X107 

 AAV2 3.84X1010 α5β1integrin  1.5 µM  3.03X1017 1:2.4X107 

 AAV2 3.84X1010 α5β1integrin  20 µM 1.24X1019 1:3.1X108 

 
CM3 α5β1 3.35X1012 AAV2 150 nM 5.42X1018 1:1.6X106 

 α5β1 3.35X1012 α5β1 Mab 1.0 µM 6.02X1017 1:1.8X105 

aIndicates the ligand immobilized to the chip, bindicates the number of viral proteins or α5β1 integrin 
molecules, c indicates the analyate that is flowed over immobilized ligand, dindicates the analyte molarity, 
eindicates the number of analyte molecules, findicates the SPR ratio (ligand VPs or molecules/analyte 
molecules). Abbreviations: Viral proteins (VP), adeno-associated virus serotype 1 (AAV1), adeno-
associated virus serotype 2 (AAV2), adeno-associated virus serotype 5 (AAV5), monoclonal antibody 
(Mab), and surface plasmon resonance (SPR). 
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Table 2-5. Ratios of AAV2 and A20 Mab and A20 Fab analyzed by Surface Plasmon 
Resonance 

Chip Liganda  VP/Moleculesb  Analytec Molarityd Moleculese  Ratiof  
CM3 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab  1.6 nM 9.63X1014 1:1.1X106 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 8.0 nM 4.82X1015 1:5.3X106 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 40 nM 2.41X1016 1:2.7X107 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 200 nM 1.20X1017 1:1.3X108 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 1000 nM 6.02X1017 1:6.7X108 

 
CM3 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 0.5 nm 3.02X1014 1:3.3X105 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 2 nM 1.21X1015 1:1.3X106 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 5 nM 3.02X1015 1:3.3X106 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 10 nM 6.04X1015 1:6.7X106 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 50 nm 3.02X1016 1:3.3X107 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 100 nm 6.04X1016 1:6.7X107 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 500 nm 3.02X1017 1:3.3X108 

 AAV2 9.03X108 A20 Mab 1000 nm 6.04X1017 1:6.7X108 

 

CM3 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab  20 nm 1.21X1015 1:8.9X104 

 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab 100 nm 6.04X1016 1:4.4X106 

 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab  250 nm 1.51X1017 1:1.1X107 

 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab  500 nm 3.02X1017 1:2.2X107 

 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab  1000 nm 6.04X1017 1:4.4X107 

 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab  2500 nm 1.51X1018 1:1.1X108 

 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab  5000 nm 3.02X1018 1:2.2X108 

 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab  7500 nm 4.52X1018 1:3.3X108 

 AAV2 1.36X1010 A20 Fab  10000 nm 6.04X1018 1:4.4X108 

aindicates the ligand immobilized to the chip, bindicates the number of viral proteins, c indicates the 
analyate that is flowed over immobilized ligand, dindicates the analyte molarity, eindicates the number of 
analyte molecules, findicates the SPR ratio (ligand Vps/analyte molecules). Abbreviations: Viral proteins 
(VP), adeno-associated virus serotype 1 (AAV1), adeno-associated virus serotype 2 (AAV2), adeno-
associated virus serotype 5  (AAV5), monoclonal antibody (Mab), fragmented antibody (Fab), and surface 
plasmon resonance (SPR). 
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Table 2-6. Ratios of AAV2 with integrins and α-defensins analyzed by negative stain EM 
and cryo-EM 

Experiment Virus   VPa         Protein Moleculesb    Ratioc  
Negative stain EM    AAV2      1.81X1016      αVβ5 integrin   2.34X1015     8:1  
 AAV2 1.50X1016 α5β1 integrin   1.47X1016  1:1 
 AAV2 1.50X1016 β1 integrin   1.62X1016  1:1 
 AAV2 8.13X1015 HNP1 2.04X1016  1:2.5 
 AAV2 8.13X1015 HNP2 2.04X1016  1:2.5 
 AAV2 8.13X1015 HD5 2.04X1016  1:2.5 
 
Negative stain EM AAV2 1.86X1016 α5β1 integrin   2.41X1016  1:2 
with crossilnkers AAV2 1.86X1016 α5β1 integrin   3.72X1013  1:0.002 
 
Cryo-EM AAV2 1.71X1016 α5β1 integrin  1.77X1016   1:1 
 AAV2 1.62X1016 HD5 4.07X1016  1:2.5 
aIndicates the number of viral proteins,bindicates the number of protein molecules, cindicates the 
complexing ratio (viral proteins/protein molecules). Abbreviations: Viral proteins (VP), electron microscopy 
(EM), cryo-EM (cryo – reconstructions), adeno-associated virus serotype 2 (AAV2), α-defensin 1 (HNP1), 
α-defensin 2 (HNP2), α-defensin 5 (HD5). 
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Table 2-7. Statistics for cryo-EM reconstructions 
  AAV2-α5β1 AAV2-α5β1 AAV2-α5β1   AAV2-HD5 
Parameters  icosahedral asymmetric Icosahedral  icosahedral 
 
No. of micrographs 44 44 44 40 
Start No. of part. 1795 1795 1070 2119 
Final No. of part. 1734 1734 981 2105 
Defocus range (µm) 1.2 – 5.5 1.2 – 5.5 1.2 – 5.5 1.5 – 3.0 
Box size  196 196 256 196 
Delta values (°) 5, 4, and 3 7 and 4 7, 4, and 2 7, 4, and 2 
Resolution (Å) 13.8 N/A 17.2 9.7 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic flow chart of integrin, AAV2, and A20 production and 

purifications. (A) AAV2, (B) Integrins, and (C) A20 Mab and A20 Fab. 
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Figure 2-2. A20 Fab purification scheme. (A) A20 IgG is treated with (B) papain resin to 

cleave the Fc portion from the two Fabs. (C)The mixture is flowed over 
Protein A resin in which the Fc portion binds Protein A and the Fabs are 
purified in the flow through. 
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Figure 2-3. Surface plasmon resonance. (A) A typical sensorgram depicting association, 

dissociation, and regeneration phases. (B) Single-cycle kinetics experiment 
with increasing concentrations of analyte. A regeneration step is performed 
after the last analyte injection. (C) Multi-cycle kinetics experiment with various 
concentrations of analyte. A regeneration step is performed after each analyte 
injection. The diagram was provided by GE Healthcare. 

  

A 
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Figure 2-4. Manual runs of αVβ5 integrin flowed over immobilized AAV2. (A) AAV2 
immobilization, (B) injections of αVβ5 integrin, (C) surface regeneration using 
50 mM diethylamine.  

A 

B 
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Figure 2-5. Manual runs of AAV2 flowed over α5β1 integrin. Steps: 1) α5β1 integrin 
immobilization, 2) AAV2 injection, and 3) direct binding measurements are 
taken between α5β1 integrin and AAV2. The integrins are depicted in a 
“closed” conformation.  

  

1 

2 
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Figure 2-6. A single-cycle A20 IgG kinetics experiment. Steps: 1) A20 IgG (red) is 
immobilized on a CM3 chip, 2) AAV2 is injected and captured, 3) A20 IgG 
(yellow) is injected and direct binding measurements are taken between 
AAV2 and A20 IgG (yellow). 
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Figure 2-7. A multi-cycle A20 IgG kinetics experiment. Steps: 1) AAV2 immobilization, 

2) A20 IgG (red) injection, 3) direct binding measurements are taken between 
AAV2 and A20 IgG.  
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Figure 2-8. Schematic flow chart of the cryo-EM reconstruction process. The red box 

encompasses the steps used for refinement. 
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CHAPTER 3 
αVβ5 INTEGRIN EXPRESSION, PURIFICATION, AND INTERACTION WITH AAV2 

Background 

The goal of this study was to produce highly purified, soluble recombinant 

integrin as well as AAV2 VLPs for structure-function studies. A previous study identified 

αVβ5 integrin as a co-receptor for AAV2 and its role in mediating viral entry into the cell 

(112). Understanding viral entry can have important implications for elucidating the 

mechanisms that dictate tissue tropism for the rational design of gene delivery vectors.  

Integrins are cell adhesion receptors that transmit information via inside-out and 

outside-in signaling mechanisms that link both intracellular and extracellular 

environments (127, 128). They are heterodimeric proteins that comprise α and β 

subunits each containing extracellular, transmembrane, and cytoplasmic domains. In 

mammals, 18 α and 8 β subunits exist that heterodimerize to form 24 distinct 

combinations that have a multitude of biological functions including fertilization, 

embryonic development, immune responses, platelet aggregation, and receptor 

attachment (129, 130). Furthermore, integrin defects have been implicated in various 

cancers and numerous human diseases, including genetic and autoimmune disorders 

(131). 

The αVβ5 integrin is one of the most widely studied and serves as a receptor for 

extracellular matrix protein vitronectin, implicated in neural crest cell migration, 

angiogenesis, and tumor progression (132). Furthermore, mutations in αVβ5 integrin, 

specifically the αV subunit, has deleterious effects on placental and cerebral vasculature 

that lead to embryonic lethality and neuroepithelial defects, respectively (127). This 

receptor is thus widely studied in the field of receptor biology in efforts to understand its 
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function. The identification of the key roles of αVβ5 integrin from structural, cell biology, 

and signaling standpoints will elucidate the underlying mechanisms involved in integrin 

biology and provide information for the development of therapeutics. 

This effort was undertaken because currently available commercial sources 

provide limited amounts of samples, which are often lyophilized leading to decreased 

protein activity, and are reconstituted with additional ingredients, for example, Octyl-β-

D-glucopyranoside, TritonTM X-100, and sodium azide that are inhibitory to many 

experimental procedures. Furthermore, there are only a few example studies in the 

literature that focus solely on expression of the extracellular domains of integrins for 

ligand-receptor interaction characterization where the insoluble transmembrane 

domains are removed (133). The approach utilized here aimed to create an expression 

system that would ensure post-translational modifications of the αVβ5 integrin and yield 

suitable quantities of the dimerized domains for biophysical and structural experiments. 

We report the overexpression of αVβ5 integrin in HEK293 cells using the pQE-

TriSystem vector, an 8X histidine-tagged plasmid that possesses the necessary 

molecular components to facilitate expression in bacteria, insect, and mammalian cells. 

The protein was successfully purified in a one-step method employing nickel column 

chromatography with yields up to 2 mg per cell factory (equivalent to forty, 15 cm 

plates). The sequence of the protein and its functional state were verified by mass 

spectrometry and inhibition assays, respectively. In addition to αVβ5 integrin, AAV2 

VLPs were characterized by negative stain EM for intact capsids and probed with 

conformational antibodies for capsid integrity. The AAV2 VLPs were analyzed for 

interactions with αVβ5 integrin via negative stain EM and SPR. 
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Results and Discussion 

Construct Development Rationale  

The maps for the plasmid vector used for the expression of both αV and β5 

integrins, with the primer code to locate the primers used (Table 2-1) for amplification of 

the various domains is shown in Figure 3-1. Since the pQE-TriSystem vector system 

incorporates a eukaryotic Kozak sequence for translation initiation at the Nco I 

restriction site, primers were designed for in-frame insertion in this region. The size of 

the DNA products obtained by restriction digests of the vectors following PCR 

amplification of the extracelluar, Fos, and Jun domains, and ligation into the vector were 

of the expected sizes (Figure 3-2). The two extracellular integrin domains for the αV and 

β5 were observed at ~2.2 kb and ~3.0 kb, respectively, and the Fos and Jun were each 

observed at ~150 bp (Figure 3-2A). The size of the fragments from the restriction 

digests were ~5.9 kb and ~3.0 kb for αV, and ~5.9 kb and 2.2 kb for β5 (Figure 3-2B 

and C). The Fos and Jun digestion product bands were less intense in the agarose gels 

compared to the integrin domains possibly due to reduced incorporation of ethidium 

bromide in the small DNA products. In these constructs the Fos and Jun dimerization 

domains were inserted in place of the transmembrane domains. 

αVβ5 Integrin Expression in HEK 293 Mammalian Cells and Purification 

HEK 293 cells were selected for the expression of the αVβ5 integrin; a 

physiologically relevant system in which the proteins will undergo post-translational 

modifications, such as glycosylation, as reported to be important for integrin receptors 

(134-136). An expression time course analysis determined that optimal protein 

expression was at 48 h post-transfection (Figure 3-3, lane 11). His-tagged integrins 
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were identified in cell lysate fractions obtained from the cell pellet but were not secreted 

into the media. 

In the one – step purification of the expressed integrins using a nickel column, 

cellular proteins were removed by the 60-100 mM imidazole concentrations (Figure 3-4, 

lanes 4-8), while the bound integrin, migrating at apparent molecular weights of ~150 

kDa (αV) and ~85 kDa (β5), were detected in the 250 mM elution fractions (Figure 3-4A, 

lanes 9-17). The theoretical molecular weights for αV and β5 are 115 kDa and 85 kDa, 

respectively. However, the αV integrin typically migrates higher on SDS-PAGE, 

probably due to post-translational modifications seen with other integrin heterodimers 

(137). Thus the slightly higher molecular weight of the expressed αV integrin suggests 

that it is post-translationally modified. The yields are 2-3 mg per cell factory based on 

the pooled elution fractions (Figure 3-4A, lanes 10-17and Figure 3-4B & C). These are 

consistent with those estimated for recombinant protein expression in mammalian cells 

that range from 0.01% - 1% of the total protein content given our starting material of 

~500 mg. The one-step purification method reduces recombinant protein losses that are 

typically seen when multiple rounds of purification are necessary. However, we do 

estimate ~10% loss of αVβ5 integrin to the concentrator. LC-MS/MS analysis of the two 

integrin bands (Figure 3-4B) confirmed the presence of the multiple unique peptides for 

the αV and β5 integrin sequences (Figure 3-5) and combined with SDS-PAGE analysis 

we estimate purity greater than 90%-95% (Figure 3-4B). 

In approximately 20% of the purification runs, a contaminating ~50 kDa protein 

was eluted within the first few fractions (data not shown). This protein was sequenced 

by LC-MS/MS and identified as the mammalian transcription factor, ‘Non-POU domain-
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containing octamer-binding protein’. This protein contained numerous patches of basic 

amino acid residues predicted to have mediated the interactions with the nickel resin. 

Concentrators with a 150-kDa cutoff were employed for removal of the contaminating 

protein. 

Conformational Analyses of αVβ5 Integrin  

The conformational integrity of the expressed integrins was investigated with a 

function blocking αVβ5 integrin MAb (P1F6), which has been utilized in a wide range of 

studies including endocytosis of crocidolite fibers in human epithelial cells (138), integrin 

binding in photoreceptor rods in human retinal pigment epithelium (139), adenoviral 

gene therapy in bladder carcinoma cells (140). Co-immunoprecipitation experiments 

showed that P1F6 interacts with the αVβ5 integrin heterodimer (Figure 3-6A, lane 8) in 

comparison to the no-antibody control (Figure 3-6, lane 4). Non-specific binding, albeit 

very minimal, of αVβ5 integrin to the protein A beads was also observed, however, the 

positive signal for integrin αVβ5 was greatly enhanced (Figure 3-6A, compare lanes 4 

and 8). The singly transfected αV and β5 integrins (Figure 3-6A, lanes 9-16) did not 

interact with the P1F6 MAb with the majority of the sample in the unbound fraction 

(Figure 3-6A, lanes 10 and 14) and the lack of positive signal in the elution fractions 

(Figure 3-6A, lanes 12 and 16). The interaction between αVβ5 and the P1F6 MAb was 

further substantiated by a Native dot blot in which the non-denatured (un-boiled) sample 

was recognized while the denatured (boiled) sample was not (Figure 3-6B). These 

observations support a conclusion that the expressed and purified αVβ5 integrin 

heterodimer exists in a native folded state. This verifies that the use of the Fos and Jun 

dimerization domains as a molecular zipper was effective in compensating for the 

function of the transmembrane domain of this heterodimer. The Fos and Jun 
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dimerization domains fold into two parallel coiled-coil heterodimers and have been used 

in constructing other heterodimers, for example, α3β1 integrin, major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC) HLA-DR2 proteins in yeast, and T-cell receptor (141, 142). As observed 

in these other studies, this utility decreased protein aggregation, which is essential for 

functional studies.  

Baculovirus AAV2 Purification and Characterization 

To purify baculovirus expressed AAV2, cell lysates were run on iodixanol 

gradients. Typically, the 25% iodixanol fraction contains the highest concentration of 

empty (i.e. no DNA containing particles) AAV2 particles compared to 40%-25%, 40%, 

and 40-60% fractions (data not shown). Therefore, the 25% fraction was further purified 

on a Q sepharose column and the peak fractions were analyzed (Figure 3-7). The FPLC 

chromatogram shows three peaks, however, AAV2 empty particles are routinely eluted 

from the first peak (fractions 10-17) only and thus this peak was collected and analyzed 

by SDS-PAGE (Figure 3-8A), while the other two peaks contained cellular contaminants 

and iodixanol (data not shown), respectively. Fractions 11-16 contained bands 

corresponding to the expected VP1 (87 kDa), VP2 (73 kDa), and VP3 (62 kDa) sizes. 

Since the OD (optical density) 280 readings of these purified samples ranged from 0.7 

mg/mL – 1.5 mg/mL, no concentration steps were performed. Due to its high 

concentration (~1.5 mg/mL), fraction 12 was selected and analyzed by native Dot blot 

(Figure 3-8B). The sample was probed with conformational antibodies, A20 and C37 

(99), in which the native (unboiled) sample showed a positive signal compared to the 

denatured (boiled) sample. In addition, B1, an antibody that reacts with a linear epitope 

recognized only the denatured sample. In addition, the sample contained intact capsids 

as visualized by negative stain EM (Figure 3-8C). 
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Transduction Inhibition Assay 

Transduction inhibition studies were completed for two reasons: 1) Determine if 

αVβ5 integrin can compete with cell surface receptors for AAV2 binding, and 2) to 

further substantiate our claims that αVβ5 integrin is folded properly and functionally 

active. For these reasons we tested the transduction efficiency of scAAV2-EGFP with 

and without pre-incubating the virus with αVβ5 integrin in HeLa cells (Figure 3-9). From 

the results shown in Figure 3-9A, it is evident that whereas the mock infected HeLa cells 

showed no green fluorescent protein signal, the transduction efficiency of scAAV2-

EGFP alone was the highest compared to the pre-incubations of virus with αVβ5 

integrin. Specifically, the transduction efficiency of scAAV2-EGFP was inhibited by 75% 

and 23% when pre-incubated with 100 μg/mL (1 virus: 6.0X104 integrin; Table 2-3) and 

10 μg/m (1 virus: 6.0X103 integrin; Table 2-3) of αVβ5 integrin, respectively, compared 

to scAAV2-EGFP alone (Figure 3-9B). In summary, this study clearly demonstrates that 

we expressed and purified a functionally active αVβ5 integrin that inhibits a known virus-

receptor interaction in a biological assay. 

Surface Plasmon Resonance  

In order to determine binding interactions of soluble αVβ5 integrin with intact 

AAV2 particles, we performed binding studies via surface plasmon resonance. AAV2 

particles were amine coupled to a biosensor chip and various amounts of soluble αVβ5 

integrin were passed over the immobilized particles (Figure 3-10). The first injection of 

the positive control, A20 Mab, resulted in an increase of 640 RU. Based on the amount 

of AAV2 coupled to the chip (Table 2-4) and the RU increase obtained after the A20 

Mab injection, there are roughly five A20 Mabs binding per capsid (60 binding sites). 

Although, the stoichiometry of this interaction may be considerably higher since the A20 
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Mab injection served soley as a positive control and non-saturating conditions of virus 

were not tested. Following surface regeneration with 50 mM diethylamine to remove the 

A20 Mab, three injections of integrin was conducted with concentrations ranging from 

4.1 µM to 8.2 µM in the presence of different divalent cations. These injections of 

integrin resulted in no change in RU, despite using higher concentrations concentrations 

compared to the A20 Mab positive control. These data show that αVβ5 integrin 

interactions with AAV2 may be transient and non-detectable by SPR. These results are 

not completely unexpected since co-receptors generally serve as a means to 

concentrate the virus on the cell surface via transient interactions (143) and in some 

cases, as with the integrins, mediate endocytosis. However, despite these findings, 

other viruses such as Adenovirus serotype 2 (Ad 2) bind αVβ5 integrin in a relatively 

tight manner (KD = 73 nM). A possible explanation for this is Ad2 is ~8X larger than 

AAV2, which based on surface area alone, may accommodate more integrin binding 

sites.  

Negative Stain EM of AAV2 Complexed with αVβ5 Integrin 

Negative-stain transmission EM was performed on AAV2 complexed with αVβ5 

integrin to visualize an interaction. This preliminary study was performed when αVβ5 

integrin was first expressed and purified in the lab. The goal was to capture an AAV2 - 

αVβ5 integrin binding event, despite non-saturating concentrations of αVβ5 integrin. 

Field of views from the αVβ5 integrin only (Figure 3-11A), AAV2 only (Figure 3-11B), 

and AAV2 complexed with αVβ5 integrin (Figure 3-11C) are shown. Interestingly, it 

appears a single αVβ5 integrin heterodimer is binding to the capsid surface (Figure 3-

11C), however, this is the only binding event captured to date. The lack of integrin 

binding on the capsid surface may be due to non-saturating quantities of integrins that 
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were added to virus (8 VP:1) for this complexing study. In addition, this interaction may 

be asymmetric as discussed in multiple reports including integrin and cytosekeletal 

interactions in migrating fibroblasts (144), position-depdendent linkages of fibronectin-

integrin- and the cytoskeleton (145), and αVβ6 integrin binding to Coxsackievirus A9 

(81). 

Summary 

In this study, the extracelluar domain of αVβ5 integrin was expressed, purified in 

an efficient one-step scheme, and the conformational and functional state were 

characterized. The interactions between AAV2 and αVβ5 integrin were studied by 

transduction inhibition assays, SPR, and negative stain EM. This interaction was only 

detectable in the cell-based transduction inhibition assay where a ratio of 1 VP:103 to 

104 integrin molecules (Table 2-3) were needed for inhibition. In comparison, the SPR 

ratio was 1 VP:108 integrin molecules (Table 2-4), yet the interaction was not 

detectable. These results suggest that the AAV2-integrin interaction is weaker than 

AAV2-A20 Mab since roughly the same amounts of both of these proteins were flowed 

over immobilized AAV2. In addition, there may be a cellular factor that promoted the 

AAV2-integrin interaction in the transduction inhibition experiment that was not present 

in the SPR study. The results of the negative stain EM experiment showed that there 

may be one potential integrin binding to a capsid, however, these concentrations were 

not saturating and the experiment will be repeated with saturating amounts of integrin. 
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Figure 3-1. Diagram of plasmids used for expression of αVβ5 integrin. The cDNA fragments encoding the αV (A) and β5 

(B) extracellular domains were inserted in frame with a glycine linker, Fos and Jun dimerization domains, 
respectively, and an 8X histidine-tag. The positions of the primers (Pr, see Table 2-1) with their unique enzyme 
restriction sites used for plasmid assembly are shown.
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Figure 3-2. PCR amplification of cDNAs and verification of assembled plasmids by 

restriction enzyme digestion. (A) PCR fragments amplified: αV (2.17 kb), β5 
(2.97 kb), Fos (0.153 kb), and Jun (0.153 kb). (B and C) Restriction enzyme 
digestions for αV-Fos and β5-Jun, respectively. DNA bands verify that the 
correct plasmid sizes were present. 
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Figure 3-3. Time course analysis of HEK293 expression of integrin αVβ5. Lane 1: 0 h – 

CP, (2) 0 h – S, (3) 12 h – CP, (4) 12 h – S, (5) 24 h – CP, (6) 24 h – S, (7) 32 
h – CP, (8) 32 h – S, (9) 40 h – CP, (10) 40 h – S, (11) 48 h – CP, (12), 48 h – 
S. Cell pellet and supernatant are abbreviated CP and S, respectively. The 
Western blot was probed with an anti-His antibody. 
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Figure 3-4. Nickel column purification of HEK293-expressed integrin. (A) SDS-PAGE, 

Lanes: (1) Molecular weight marker (M), (2) cell lysate (CL), (3) flow through 
(FT), (4) 60 mM imidazole wash 1 (W1), (5) 80 mM imidazole wash 1 (W4), 
(6) 100 mM imidazole wash 1 (W7), (7) 100 mM imidazole wash 2 (W8), (8) 
100 mM imidazole wash 3 (W9), (9-17) elutions 1-9. Three wash steps were 
performed for each imidazole concentration; however, only representative 
washes are shown. (B) SDS-PAGE of pooled and concentrated elution 
fractions 2-9 (shown in lanes 10-17 in (A)). (C) Western blot of sample shown 
in B probed with an anti-His antibody.

A 

B C 
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Figure 3-5. Tandem MS/MS verification of expressed integrin domains. (A) αV and (B) 
β5 integrins, showing the amino acid sequence for the proteins with the 
unique peptides identified highlighted in yellow. Cysteines and methionines 
are shown in green. 

 
 

A 
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Figure 3-6. Characterization of integrin αVβ5 using a conformational anti-αVβ5 antibody. 

(A) Western blot of fractions from a co-immunoprecipitation of cell lysate (CL) 
with anti-αVβ5 integrin antibody (P1F6) showing cell lysate (CL), unbound 
(U), wash (W), and elution (E) for different transfections as labeled at the 
bottom of the figure. Asterisks indicate the heavy and light chains of the 
antibody of the P1F6. The Western blot was probed with an anti-His antibody. 
(B) Native dot blot of unboiled and boiled (denatured) integrin αVβ5 probed 
with the anti-αVβ5 antibody.

B 

A 

* 

* 
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Figure 3-7. A chromatogram showing peak fractions of an AAV2 purification via ion exchange chromatography. Peak 1 – 
pure AAV2 VLPs, Peak 2 – cellular contaminants, Peak 3 – iodixanol.

Peak 1 

Peak 2 

Peak 3 
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Figure 3-8. Ion exchange purification of SF9-expressed AAV2. (A) SDS-PAGE, Lanes: 
(1) Molecular weight marker (M), (2) flow through, (3) wash, (4-11) fractions 
10-17. (B) Dot blots of fraction 12 probed with Mabs A20, C37, and B1. (C) 
Fraction 12 analyzed by negative stain EM. Scale bar is at 100 nm. 
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Figure 3-9. Comparative analyses of AAV2-mediated transduction of HeLa cells with 
αVβ5 integrin inhibition. (A) Cells were mock-infected, infected with scAAV2-
EGFP alone, and infected with scAAV2-EGFP and 100 μg/mL or 10 μg/mL of 
αVβ5 integrin at an MOI of 1,250 viral genomes/cell. Transgene expression 
was detected by fluorescence microscopy 72 h post-infection. A 
representative visual field view is shown from each triplicate experiment. 
Original magnification X100. (B) Quantitative analyses of AAV2 transduction 
efficiency in HeLa cells. Images from three visual fields were analyzed 
quantitatively by ImageJ analysis software. Transgene expression was 
assessed as total area of green fluorescence (pixel2) per visual field (mean ± 
SD). ANOVA was used to compare test results with the control, and they 
were determined to be statistically significant. *p<0.05 or **p<0.01 vs 
scAAV2-EGFP alone

A 

B 

Mock Virus alone 
Virus +αVβ5 integrin 

(100 μg/ml) 
Virus +αVβ5 integrin 

(10 μg/ml) 
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Figure 3-10. αVβ5 integrin and AAV2 interactions analyzed by Surface Plasmon Resonance. Various concentrations of 

αVβ5 integrin were injected over AAV2. Injections of A20 served as a positive control. 50 mM diethylamine was 
used to regenerate the AAV2 surface.

Injection 1: A20 IgG (2.2 µM) 
Response: + ~640 RU response 

Injection 3: αVβ5 integrin (4.1 µM)  
Response: 0 RU 
 

Injection 4: αVβ5 integrin (4.1 µM)  
Response: 0 RU 

Injection 5: αVβ5 integrin(8.2 µM)  
Response: 0 RU 

Injection 2: 50 mM diethylamine 
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Figure 3-11. Negative stain EM of AAV2 and integrins. (A) Integrins alone. (B) AAV2 
alone. (C) AAV2 complexed with integrins. EM images were taken at 50K 
magnification.  

B A C 
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CHAPTER 4 
α5β1 INTEGRIN EXPRESSION, PURIFICATION, AND INTERACTION WITH AAV2 

Background 

The goal of this study was to produce highly purified, soluble recombinant 

integrin and AAV2 VLPs for structure-function studies (similar to Chapter 3). A previous 

study identified α5β1 integrin as a co-receptor for AAV2 and its role in mediating viral 

entry into the cell (26).  

The α5β1 integrin receptor, also called the fibronectin receptor, is a widely 

studied integrin known for its direct interactions with the extracellular matrix protein, 

fibronectin. These interactions are directly involved in embryogenesis, angiogenesis, 

and wound healing (146). However, changes in α5β1 integrin expression between 

normal and tumor cells (~10-fold increase) support involvement in tumor progression 

and aggressiveness (147). It has been shown that a homozygous deletion of the α5 

integrin in mice results in defects in neural tube development and blood cell leakage 

during embryogenesis (148), while β1 integrin knock outs in mouse endothelial cells 

exhibit vascular remodeling defects caused by adhesion and migration alteration and 

reduced survival of endothelial cells (149). In addition to these functions, the α5β1 

integrin is also studied for its roles in cell-surface virus attachment and internalization 

(26, 114, 150), leukocyte rolling (151), and cytoskeletal activation and rearrangement 

(152). Thus, α5β1 integrin is an extensively studied receptor since it plays a role in 

many facets of biology. Moreover, the ability to express and purify this receptor in the 

quantities needed for numerous assays including structural and cell-based is crucial to 

the integrin receptor field. 
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The purpose of this study was to produce a highly soluble and functional integrin 

for studies with AAV2. We utilized the pFastBac vector with an 8X-histidine tag as the 

vector backbone for production of recombinant baculoviruses. Each baculovirus was 

individually packaged with α5 and β1 integrin extracellular domains in-frame with Fos 

and Jun dimerization domains, respectively. Co-infections were performed in 

Spodoptera frugiperda 9 (SF9) cells and an efficient one-step nickel-column purification 

was employed that yielded purified protein amounts ~4 mg per liter. The purified α5β1 

integrin sample was analyzed for interactions with AAV2 via co-immunoprecipitation, 

negative stain EM, cryo-EM, transduction inhibition, and surface plasmon resonance. 

Results and Discussion 

Construct Design and Generation of Recombinant Baculoviruses for α5 and β1 
Integrin Subunits 

The maps for the plasmid vector used for the expression of both α5 and β1 

integrins, with the primer code to locate the primers (Table 2-2) used for amplification of 

the various domains, are shown in Figure 4-1. A Kozak sequence was inserted into the 

original pFastBac plasmid vector for translation initiation at the Sal I and Bam HI sites, 

directly upstream of the start sites for α5 and β1 integrin extracellular domains, which 

are followed by Fos and Jun domains, respectively. This was done due to numerous 

reports in the literature suggesting that a Kozak sequence enhance protein expression 

in insect cells (153-155). An 8X-histidine tag, inserted in addition to a stop codon for 

translation termination in-frame with the Fos and Jun domains, enable a one-step nickel 

column purification. The Fos and Jun domains, known to self dimerize, were inserted in 

place of the α5 and β1 integrin transmembrane domains to prevent protein aggregation 

and precipitation which is often observed when expressing and purifying membrane 
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proteins. A restriction enzyme reaction to digest the α5 and β1 integrin extracellular 

domains from the rest of the plasmid showed DNA bands at ~3.0 kb for α5 and ~2.2 kb 

for β1, both of which were expected (Figure 4-2A). Five plaque-purified baculovirus 

recombinants, isolated by PCR amplification, contained the expected products for α5-

Fos and β1-jun DNA (Figure 4-2B and C) 

Small-Scale Protein Expression, Purification, and LC-MS/MS Analysis of α5 and 
β1 Integrin Subunits 

The use of SF9 insect cells for protein expression ensures high yields and 

correct post-translational processing (156).  A small volume (50 mL) expression in SF9 

cells followed by nickel column purification was used to validate the integrin constructs. 

Infection of SF9 cells with the highest titered baculovirus recombinant for each integrin 

subunit, α5-3 and β1-5, following amplification to a P3 stage, produced soluble integrins 

in the media fraction that were purified via nickel-column chromatography for α5 

integrins (Figure 4-3A and C) and β1 (Figure 4-3B and C). Eluted fractions contain 

protein bands migrating at ~145 kDa for α5 and ~100 kDa for β1 integrins, respectively, 

when visualized by SDS-PAGE. The bands are higher than the theoretical molecular 

weights for α5 (~115 kDa) and β1 (~85 kDa) integrin. A possible explanation for this 

observed higher gel migration is glycosylation of the integrin heterodimer, which is 

required for functional activity (133). The eluted bands (elution 3, Figure 4-3A and B) 

were uniquely identified as α5 and β1 integrins by LC-MS/MS (Figure 4-4A and B). 

Based on previous cell pellet purifications (data not shown), the ratio of secreted to 

cytosolic integrins are typically 75% to 25% despite the lack secretion signals in the 

integrin constructs. In addition, integrin purification from the PEG-precipitated media 

samples were more efficient at 90%-95% purity compared to the samples from cell 
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lysates isolated from freeze-thawed cell pellets at 60%-70% pure. This is most likely 

due to higher levels of contaminating host cell proteins in cell lysates compared to the 

PEG-precipitated media. 

Large-Scale Protein Expression, Purification, and Dot Blot Characterization 

To produce large quantities of α5 and β1 integrins (up to 4 mg), 1 L volumes of 

SF9 insect cells were routinely co-infected with α5 and β1 baculovirus constructs to 

produce the α5β1 integrin heterodimer followed by a one-step nickel column 

purification. Cellular proteins were removed by 100 mM and 150 mM imidazole 

concentrations (Figure 4-5A, lanes 3-4), while the bound integrins were detected in the 

400 mM imidazole elution fractions (Figure 4-5A, lanes 5-17). Washing with 60-100 mM 

imidazole failed to remove cellular contaminants, while stringent washing steps of 100-

150 mM imidazole was effective. A yield of ~4 mg of purified α5β1 heterodimer, per 1 L 

of infected SF9 cells, was obtainable from pooled (Figure 4-5A, lanes 5-17) and 

concentrated (Figure 4-5B) elution fractions. A loss of ~10%-20% was estimated to 

occur due to protein adhesion to the surface membrane of the concentrator used at the 

last purification step. 

The conformational state of the purified α5β1 integrin heterodimer was 

determined by Dot blot analysis (Figure 4-5C) with function blocking monoclonal 

antibodies, anti-α5β1 (157) and anti-β1 integrin (158). The non-denatured (unboiled) 

sample was recognized by both Mabs, while the non-native (boiled sample) reacted to 

the anti-β1 Mab only. Both antibodies have been reported to recognize conformational 

epitopes, however, the anti-β1 Mab also reported to recognize a linear-epitope 

consistent with the observed positive signal for the denatured sample. These 
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observations are consistent with the adoption of a native state by the expressed and 

purified α5β1 integrin heterodimer. 

Co-Immunoprecipitation of α5β1 Integrin and AAV2 

A co-immunoprecipitation experiment was conducted to: 1) Determine if an anti- 

α5β1 integrin antibody that recognizes only the α5 integrin subunit could pull down the 

β1 integrin subunit and 2) if the α5β1 integrin heterodimer could pull down AAV2 (Figure 

4-6). In the first experiment, the anti- α5β1 integrin antibody pulled down both α5 and β1 

integrins (Figure 4-6A, lane 9), however, when compared to the beads and α5β1 

integrin control (Figure 4-6A, lane18), the integrins appear to bind non-specifically to the 

beads. In the second experiment (Figure 4-6B, lanes 4-6), AAV2 appears to interact 

with α5β1integrin since more AAV2 is found in the elution fraction (Figure 4-6B, lane 6) 

compared to the wash fraction (Figure 4-6B, lane 5), which suggests AAV2 is being 

eluted from the beads. On the contrary, a control experiment showed that AAV2 

interacts non-specifically with the beads (Figure 4-6B, lanes 10-12). The two results 

described are inconclusive due to non-specific binding events. To date, a α5β1 integrin 

and AAV2 interaction has not been empirically determined by immunoprecipitation. 

Transduction Inhibition Assays 

Previous studies have shown that α5β1 integrin is a co-receptor for AAV2 and 

serves to promote virus internalization into the cell (24). Thus, to further demonstrate 

that the expressed and purified extracellular domain of the α5β1 integrin exists in a 

native functional state, the ability of the purified heterodimer to compete for receptor 

attachment by AAV2 was tested in a transduction assay. HeLa cell transduction 

efficiency by scAAV2-EGFP with and without pre-incubating the virus with α5β1 integrin 

showed that the protein was capable of inhibiting cellular internalization (Figure 4-7). 
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Presumably by competing with endogenous integrin binding.  Mock-infected HeLa cells 

showed no GFP transgene expression, the virus alone sample showed efficient GFP 

expression, while pre-incubation with the integrin heterodimer resulted in a 68% 

decrease in transduction as previously reported (24). This capacity of the expressed 

α5β1 integrin to inhibit AAV2 transduction is consistent with a functional state with the 

ability to mimic a reported virus-receptor interaction. 

Surface Plasmon Resonance 

In order to determine binding interactions of soluble α5β1 and β1 integrin with 

intact AAV2 VLPs, we performed binding studies via SPR. AAV2 particles were amine 

coupled to a biosensor chip at a low surface density (187 RU) and 2 µM to 6 µM 

amounts  of soluble α5β1 and β1 were flowed over the immobilized particles (Figure 4-

8). A low surface density of AAV2 was employed to decrease mass transport effects of 

individual integrin molecules from binding to many AAV2 particles which have the 

potential to skew kinetic analyses. The first injection of α5β1integrin resulted in an 

increase of 80 RU (Figure 4-8A) and a 7 VP: 1 integrin ratio. For β1 integrin, multiple 

injections of 2 µM to 6 µM concentrations resulted in RU increases (highest of 30 RU 

with a 8 VP:1 integrin ratio; Figure 4-8B and C), which suggest a binding interaction for 

the heterodimer and individual β1 subunit. Previous SPR studies with Adenovirus 2 and 

αVβ5 integrin show that divalent cations are necessary for binding and that the addition 

of 20 mM EDTA mixed with the integrin sample or used as a regeneration buffer 

abolishes these divalent cation-dependent interactions (159). Based on the EDTA data 

with Adenovirus-integrins, 20 mM EDTA was utilized as a regeneration buffer (Figure 4-

8C, injection 8) and also directly mixed in with β1integrin sample that included 1 mM 

CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM MnCl2 (Figure 4-8C, injection 9), respectively. Both of 
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these results show that the addition of EDTA removed bound β1 integrin from AAV2 and 

when added directly to the β1integrin sample, no binding occurred as can be seen by 

lack of increase in RU following injection. These results demonstrate the essential roles 

played by divalent cations to facilitate, in this case, β1 integrin activation for virus-

receptor interactions. In addition, kinetic tests were performed, but these analyses (data 

not shown) resulted in no detectable interactions. This is most likely due to the higher 

flow rates (30 µL/min) required for kinetic studies compared to the slower flow rate (5 

µL/min) used in this analysis. Manual runs with slow flow rates are typically used first in 

SPR studies to confirm ligand-analyte interactions, followed by kinetic analysis if the 

manual runs confirm binding. 

A second set of experiments using the same AAV2 sample as the first 

experiment was designed to repeat the AAV2-α5β1integrin binding (Figure 4-9A) and 

also test integrin binding to AAV1 and AAV5. All three AAV serotypes were immobilized 

at high surface densities (3709 RU-AAV1, 4250 RU-AAV2, and 3271 RU-AAV5) to 

ensure adequate virus coverage on the sensor chip for integrin binding. The first 

injection of α5β1integrin resulted in positive RU responses for all three AAV serotypes, 

while the second injection showed gains in only AAV1 and AAV2 (Figure 4-9A). The 

minimal RU increases in injection 2 may be a consequence of not regenerating the 

surface after injection 1 to remove bound α5β1integrin. Some of these initial runs were 

soley conducted to identify a binding interaction, which resulted in multiple sample 

injections without regeneration. The idea was to preserve the coupled ligand on the chip 

without disrupting its conformational integrity with harsh regeneration buffers so 

additional kinetic analyses could be performed. Next, the rationale for testing AAV1 and 
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AAV5 was based on amino acid sequence alignments, both AAV1 and AAV2 contain an 

NGR motif, but AAV5 contains an EGA motif its place. The NGR motif has been 

proposed as the integrin binding site on the AAV2 capsid surface (26). Despite this 

report, AAV5 does show minimal binding to α5β1integrin (Figure 4-9A, injection 1), but 

at the expense of the typical response curve seen with AAV2. To date, the EGA motif 

has not been documented as a binding site for α5β1integrin. This result suggests a 

number of possible explanations: 1) the EGA site is an undocumented recognition 

sequence for α5β1integrin. This could be further investigated by site-directed 

mutagenesis of the EGA sequence and/or a structural approach to characterize these 

interactions. 2) Another possibility is that the level of α5β1integrin binding to AAV5 may 

indicate a level of non-specific binding.  Based on the RU responses and sensorgram 

curves, AAV2 appears to have the strongest binding of the three AAV serotypes, 

followed by AAV1 and then AAV5. The A20 Mab, which specifically recognizes AAV2, 

was flowed over all three AAVs as a control (Figure 4-9B). As expected, a significant 

RU response (2400 RU) which represents an interaction with the coupled AAV2 (4 VP:1 

A20 Mab) was determined, while there was no detectable interaction for AAV1 and 

AAV5. Next, using the same biosensor chip as the previous experiment (Figure 4-9A 

and B), the flow direction was diverted over flow cells 1 (blocked for reference 

subtraction) and 2 (AAV2) to measure AAV2 interactions with α5β1integrin in more 

detail. A series of injections were conducted with varying concentrations of α5β1integrin 

and different divalent cations. Injections 5 (5 µM; 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2), 8 (10 

µM; 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM MnCl2), and 9 (3 µM; 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM 

MgCl2, and 1 mM MnCl2) resulted in RU increases of 70, 38, and 65 in a non 
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concentration-dependent manner (Figure 4-9C). Moreover, the addition or removal of 1 

mM MnCl2 did not enhance or inhibit integrin binding. To recapitulate the inhibitory 

EDTA chelation results in Figure 4-10C, 20 mM EDTA was added to α5β1integrin 

samples in injections 11 (1.5 µM), 13 (1.5 µM), and 15 (20 µM), all of which contained 1 

mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM MnCl2. Contradictory to the previous results, the 20 

mM EDTA did not inhibit AAV2- α5β1integrin binding, despite utilizing the same AAV2 

sample for coupling. 

In an effort to test the AAV2- α5β1integrin interaction in the reverse manner, 

α5β1integrin was immobilized on a biosensor chip at a high surface density (3104 RU) 

and AAV2 was flowed over (Figure 4-9D). The first injection of AAV2 (150 nM) resulted 

in no change in RU, while the second injection of the anti- α5β1integrin antibody, which 

served as a positive control, showed an RU increase of 557 (1502 α5β1:1 α5β1integrin 

Mab.  

α5β1 Integrin Dilution Series Visualized by Negative Stain EM 

Negative-stain transmission EM was used to visualize the integrity and 

conformational state of the purified α5β1integrin heterodimer. Figure 4-10 shows 

images of negative-stain only control (Figure 4-10A) and α5β1 integrin heterodimer 

(Figure 4-10B-G). A dilution series enabled the visualization of individual heterodimers 

in a number of different conformations at a concentration of 0.003 mg/mL (Figure 4-

10B-D). The conformation of the integrin molecules in the inset (Figure 4-10G and H) 

were observed to be in the V-shape or bent conformation, similar to those previously 

reported for integrins not bound to ligands (160). Thus the purified heterodimer appears 

to be in a native state. 
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AAV2 Complexed with α5β1 and β1 Only Integrins Visualized by Negative Stain 
EM 

Negative-stain transmission EM was performed on AAV2 VLP complexed with 

the α5β1 integrin heterodimer or the β1 subunit to visualize binding (Figure 4-11). 

Complexing of both samples was performed in a 1 VP:1 integrin ratio. The appearance 

of AAV2 in the images of AAV2 complexed with the α5β1 integrin heterodimer (Figure 

4-11B) or β1 subunit (Figure 4-11C) show AAV2 capsids with possible integrin 

attachments (black boxes; Figure 4-11A). A high integrin concentration has been shown 

to create a “masking effect” that makes deciphering binding events difficult (Figure 4-

10B-D). Furthermore, as stated in Chapter 3, virus-receptor interactions are transient; 

therefore protein cross-linkers were employed in an attempt to capture these binding 

events (Figure 4-12). Bis, (sulfosyccinimidyl) substrate (BS3) cross-linkers are 

commonly used to crosslink cell-surface proteins via amine-amine bonds and have 

been shown to link other virus-receptor interactions, particularly for Gibbon Ape 

Leukemia Virus and Amphotropic Murine Leukemia Virus (161). Comparisons of AAV2 

alone (Figure 4-12B) with AAV2 complexed with α5β1 integrin in a 1 VP:1 integrin ratio 

(Figure 4-12C) and 1:0.002 ratio (Figure 4-12D) were conducted. Interestingly, the 

higher the integrin concentration (while keeping capsid concentration constant), the less 

capsids were seen in a field of view. This suggests that the capsids are potentially 

aggregating due to AAV2-integrin interactions. Additionally, a few capsids with the 

higher integrin concentration may have a few integrin attachments decorating the capsid 

surface (Figure 4-12C) compared to AAV2 alone (Figure 4-12B), however, this is 

difficult to determine since an uncomplexed integrin could be laying next to the capsid. 

Therefore, a much lower α5β1 integrin concentration (Figure 4-10G, 0.003 mg/mL) was 
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complexed with AAV2 (Figure 4-12D) to decrease the “masking effect” and better 

resolve individual integrin molecules. These results show that most integrin molecules 

are not binding to capsids and are only seen in the background.  

Analysis of AAV2-α5β1 Integrin Complexes by Cryo-EM 

In order to identify the binding site of α5β1 integrin on the surface of AAV2, α5β1 

integrin was complexed with AAV2 VLPs in a 1:1 ratio (Table 2-6). Figure 4-13 shows 

an icosahedrally averaged AAV2- α5β1 integrin reconstruction to a final resolution of 

13.8 Å (Figure 4-13A and B) using a box size of 196. The AAV2 PDB crystal structure 

(1LP3) was converted to density and then scaled and filtered (Figure 4-13C) to match 

the AAV2- α5β1 integrin cryo-EM  structure factors and then direct comparisons with the 

AAV2-α5β1 integrin cryo-EM complex (Figure 4-14D) were conducted. The AAV2 PDB 

density and AAV2- α5β1 integrin EM map were scaled appropriately, however; the 

AAV2 PDB density displayed more defined features at the threefold protrusions 

compared to the AAV2- α5β1 integrin complex map (Figure 4-13D). This phenomenon 

is a result of scaling the AAV2 PDB density from 3 Å (AAV2 crystal structure) to 13.8 Å 

resolution, which sometimes results in lower resolution maps retaining higher resolution 

data. The two maps were further analyzed by calculating difference maps to identify 

density changes that may account for α5β1 integrin binding. Figure 4-13E shows the 

AAV2- α5β1 integrin complex map subtracted by the AAV2 PDB density map (positive 

density shown in gray) and also the AAV2 PDB density map subtracted by the AAV2- 

α5β1 integrin complex map (negative density shown in blue).  The positive density 

changes (gray; Figure 4-13E) when superimposed on the AAV2 PDB density are not 

visible on the surface of the capsid (Figure 4-13F). These results suggest the positive 

density changes are not due to integrin binding. The negative density differences are 
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most likely a result of the AAV2 PDB density map still retaining higher resolution data as 

can be seen around the threefold axis of symmetry (Figure 4-13D). The negative 

density differences suggest the cryo reconstruction may have more ordered density in 

the core of the structure compared to the original AAV2 crystal structure that was 

converted to PDB density. This phenomenon is not unexpected since the AAV2 crystal 

structure lacks ordered density for VP1 and VP2, which could account for these 

differences when compared to the AAV2- α5β1 integrin complex cryo-EM map. 

Additional efforts were taken to re-examine the data by using a larger box size for 

particle selection in case integrin attachments were occluded by box size (196). Figure 

14A and B shows an icosahedrally averaged AAV2- α5β1 integrin reconstruction to a 

final resolution of 17.8 Å using a box size of 256 (Table 2-7). Similar to the approach 

demonstrated in the previous figure (Figure 4-13), the AAV2 crystal structure was 

converted to a density map and scaled appropriately (Figure 4-14C) to match the 

structure factors of the AAV2- α5β1 integrin cryo-EM map. One noticeable difference 

between maps in Figures 4-13 and 4-14 is the latter have more defined and resolved 

features along twofold, threefold, and fivefold axes of symmetry (compare radial 

images). The most reasonable explanation for this is the increase in box size (196  

256) since EMAN2 favors larger box sizes for noise filtering and weighting factors (102). 

Further analyses of the AAV2- α5β1 integrin cryo-EM map and AAV2 PDB density map 

(Figure 4-14C-E) show no real positive density changes on the surface of the AAV2 

capsid. These results are similar to those presented in Figure 4-13. 

As the signal for α5β1 integrin in the icosahedrally averaged reconstruction was 

not detectable (Figure 4-13 and 4-14), a different approach was taken to address the 
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possibility of α5β1 integrin binding to the AAV2 capsid in an asymmetric manner. Thus, 

asymmetric reconstructions were calculated with a box size of 196 (Table 2-7; Figure 4-

15). Attempts at determining resolution were unsuccessful most likely due to EMAN2 

software issues. The AAV2- α5β1 integrin reconstruction showed surface topology 

changes within the same map. This result may be due to a number of reasons: 1) α5β1 

integrin is binding to AAV2 in an asymmetric manner as shown by an increase in 

density at the twofold and threefold symmetry axes (compare Figure 4-15 A with B) and 

at a lesser extent at the fivefold axis of symmetry (compare Figure 4-15 A with B). 

These changes may be the result of a α5β1 integrin binding site footprint. The full length 

integrin may not be visible since they have been reported to be highly flexible and 

assume multiple conformations (104) and thus are not easily resolvable. 2) The second 

hypothesis is there are too few particles to resolve all surface features of the capsid. 

The particle set contained only 1734 particles in comparison to a Cyan-Bacteriophage 

asymmetric reconstruction where 15,000 particles were utilized to achieve just 9 Å 

resolution (162). Furthermore, attempts at performing an asymmetric reconstruction with 

the larger box size of 256 and particle count of 981 failed. The reconstructed map 

contained gaps of missing information (data not shown), most likely due to the lack of 

particles to fulfill all orientations of the AAV2 capsid. Difference map calculations of the 

AAV2- α5β1 integrin reconstructed map were not possible since an accurate resolution 

was not determined. This will be further investigated. 

Summary 

In this study, the extracelluar domain of α5β1 integrin was expressed, purified in 

an efficient one-step scheme, and the conformational and functional state were 

characterized. The interactions between AAV2 and αVβ5 integrin were studied by 
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transduction inhibition assays, co-immunoprecipiation, SPR, negative stain EM, and 

cryo-EM.  

The AAV2- α5β1 integrin was detectable in the cell-based transduction inhibition 

assay where a ratio of 1 VP: 104 integrin molecules (Table 2-3) were needed for 

inhibition. This result further substantiated a prior study that used multiple techniques 

including solid-phase integrin binding, cell adhesion, and viral transduction inhibition 

assays to show an interaction between AAV2 and α5β1 integrin (24). The SPR studies 

were inconclusive since not all of the experiments were repeatable. However, these 

results do suggest the AAV2- α5β1 integrin interaction is transient. Other virus receptor 

interactions measured by SPR show viruses that have varying levels of affinity for their 

respective receptors. For example, Adenovirus 2 binds to αVβ5 with a low affinity (53), 

while both CA9 enterovirus (163) and Parechovirus 1 (56) bind to multiple integrin 

receptors with low and high affinities. For AAV2, multiple co-receptors (Table 1-1) have 

been identified to aid in cellular internalization. Based on this, one of the other non-

integrin receptors may have a stronger binding affinity. α5β1 integrin was also analyzed 

from a structural standpoint by negative stain EM and cryo-EM. Both techniques 

showed that integrin binding to AAV2 may occur in an asymmetric fashion where a few 

integrin molecules bind to the capsid surface. The AAV2- α5β1 integrin icosahedral 

reconstruction map (Figure 4-13 and 4-14) did not show integrin binding site footprints 

or larger integrin molecules when subtracted from AAV2 PDB density maps. In addition, 

a few of the negative stain EM micrographs (Figure 4-11B and C; Figure 4-12C) depict 

potential integrin attachments on the capsid surface. Other viruses such as 

Coxsackievirus A9 (55) and Canine parvovirus (164) show asymmetric binding with their 
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respective co-receptors. The results presented here suggest integrin binding does occur 

in a transient and asymmetric fashion. 
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Figure 4-1. Diagram of plasmids used for expression of α5β1 integrin. The cDNA fragments encoding the α5 (A) and β1 

(B) extracellular domains were inserted in frame with a glycine linker, Fos and Jun dimerization domains, 
respectively, and an 8X histidine-tag. The positions of the primers (Pr, see Table 2-2) with their unique enzyme 
restriction sites used for plasmid assembly are shown.
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Figure 4-2. Verification of α5 and β1 integrin genes by restriction enzyme digestions and 

PCR screening of recombinant baculoviruses for packaged α5 and β1 integrin 
DNA. (A) Uncut (U) and restriction enzyme-digested plasmid DNA for α5 
(~3.0 kb) and β1 (~2.2 kb) integrin are shown. (B and C). PCR amplified 
bands verify that all five clones for each respective recombinant baculovirus 
packaged the appropriate DNA.   
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Figure 4-3. Small-scale insect cell expression and nickel column purification of α5 and 
β1 integrin subunits. (A and B) SDS-PAGE Lanes: (1) Molecular weight 
marker (M), (2) Media (M), (3) flow through (FT), (4) 100 mM imidazole wash 
3 (W3), (5-9) elutions 1-5. (C) Western blot of elution samples shown in A and 
B probed with an anti-His antibody. 

  

A B 

C 
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Figure 4-4. Tandem MS/MS verification of expressed integrin domains. (A) α5 and (B) 

β1 integrins, showing the amino acid sequence for the proteins with the 
unique peptides identified highlighted in yellow.  Cysteines and methionines 
are shown in green. 

  

A 

B 
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Figure 4-5. Large-scale insect cell expression and nickel column purification of α5β1 

integrin. (A) SDS-PAGE Lanes: (1) Molecular weight marker (M), (2) flow 
through (FT), (3) 100 mM imidazole wash 1 (W1), (4) 150 mM imidazole wash 
2 (W2), (5-18) elutions 1-14. (B) Lanes: (1) SDS-PAGE of pooled and 
concentrated elution fractions 1-14 (shown in lanes 5-18 in (A)), (2) Western 
blot of same sample shown in lane 1 probed with an anti-His antibody. (C) 
Native dot blot of boiled (denatured) and unboiled α5β1 integrin probed with 
anti-α5β1 integrin and anti-β1 integrin antibodies. 

  

A 

B C 
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Figure 4-6. Co-immunoprecipitation of α5β1 integrin and AAV2. (A) Lanes: 1) Marker, 2) 
α5β1 integrin, 3) AAV2, 4) beads + anti- α5β1 integrin antibody + α5β1 
integrin + AAV2 – flow through, 5) beads + anti- α5β1 integrin antibody + 
α5β1 integrin + AAV2 – wash 3, 6) beads + anti- α5β1 integrin antibody + 
α5β1 integrin + AAV2 – elution, 7) beads + anti- α5β1 integrin antibody + 
α5β1 integrin – flow through, 8) beads + anti- α5β1 integrin antibody + α5β1 
integrin – wash 3, 9) beads + anti- α5β1 integrin antibody + α5β1 integrin – 
elution, 10) beads + AAV2 – flow through, 11) beads + AAV2 – wash 3, 12) 
beads + AAV2 – elution, 13) beads + anti-a5b1 integrin antibody + AAV2 – 
flow through, 14) beads + anti-a5b1integrin antibody + AAV2 – wash 3, 15) 
beads + anti-a5b1 integrin antibody + AAV2 – elution, 16) beads + 
α5β1integrin – flow through, 17) beads + α5β1 integrin – wash 3, 18) beads + 
α5β1 integrin – elution. The Western was probed with an anti-his antibody. 
(B) Lanes are the same as (A). The Western was probed with B1 antibody. 
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Figure 4-6. Continued. 
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Figure 4-7. Comparative analyses of AAV2-mediated transduction of HeLa cells with 

α5β1 integrin inhibition. (A) Cells were mock-infected, infected with scAAV2-
EGFP alone, and infected with scAAV2- EGFP and 100 µg/mL of α5β1 
integrin at an MOI of 1,250 viral genomes/cell. Transgene expression was 
detected by fluorescence microscopy 72 h post-infection. A representative 
visual field view is shown from each triplicate experiment. Original 
magnification X100. (B) Quantitative analyses of AAV2 transduction efficiency 
in HeLa cells. Images from three visual fields were analyzed quantitatively by 
ImageJ analysis software. Transgene expression was assessed as total area 
of green fluorescence (pixel2) per visual field (mean ± SD). ANOVA was used 
to compare test results with the control, and they were determined to be 
statistically significant. **p<0.01 vs scAAV2-EGFP alone.  
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Figure 4-8. AAV2 and α5β1or β1integrin interactions analyzed by Surface Plasmon 

Resonance. (A) Injection: 1) α5β1 integrin (2 µM) in the presence of MgCl2, 
CaCl2, MnCl2 at a 1 mM concentration. (B) Injections: 2) β1 integrin (6 µM) in 
the presence of all three divalent cations at 1 mM, 3) a negative control 
antibody, D11 (10 µM). (C) Injections:  4) β1 integrin (2 µM) in the presence of 
1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2 5) 20 mM EDTA regeneration at 50 µL/min for 
24 sec, 6) 50 mM diethylamine at 50 µL/min for 24 sec, 7) β1 integrin (2 µM) 
in the presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration, 8) 20 
mM EDTA regeneration at 50 µL/min for 24 sec, 9) β1 integrin (2 µM) in the 
presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration + 20 mM 
EDTA.

Injection 1: α5β1 integrin (2 µM) 
Response: + 80 RU 

A 
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Figure 4-8. Continued.

 

    

    

Injection 2: β1 integrin (6 µM) 
Response: + 30 RU  

Injection 3: D11 IgG (10 µM) 
Response: 0 RU  

B 
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Figure 4-8. Continued. 
 
 

C 

Injection 4: β1 integrin (2 µM) 
Response: + 11 RU  

Injection 8: 20 mM EDTA 
 

Injection 6: 50 mM diethylamine 
 

Injection 5: 20 mM EDTA 
 

Injection 7: β1 integrin (2 µM) 
Response: + 11 RU  

Injection 9: β1 integrin (2 µM) + 20 mM EDTA 
Response: 0 RU  
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Figure 4-9. α5β1 integrin flowed over immobilized AAV1, AAV2, and AAV5 analyzed by 
Surface Plasmon Resonance. (A) Injections: 1) α5β1 integrin (2 µM) in the 
presence of 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2, 2) α5β1 integrin (5 µM) in the 
presence of 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM MnCl2. (B) Injections: 3) 
A20 antibody (2.2 µM), 4) 50 mM diethylamine. (C) Injections: 5) α5β1 
integrin (5 µM) in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2, (6) 20 mM 
EDTA, 7) 50 mm diethylamine, 8) α5β1 integrin (10 µM), α5β1 integrin (10 
µM) in the presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration, 9) 
α5β1 integrin (3 µM) in the presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM 
concentrations, 10) 50 mM diethylamine, 11) α5β1 integrin (1.5 µM) + 20 mM 
EDTA in the presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration, 
12) 50 mM diethylamine concentration, 13) α5β1 integrin (1.5 µM) + 20 mM 
EDTA in the presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration, 
14) 50 mM diethylamine, 15) α5β1 integrin (20 µM) + 20 mM EDTA in the 
presence of all three divalent cations at a 1 mM concentration.  
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Figure 4-9. Continued. 
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AAV5 

Injection 1: α5β1 integrin (2 µM) 
AAV2: + 69 RU 
AAV1: + 32 RU 
AAV5: + 15 RU 
 

Injection 2: α5β1 integrin (5 µM) 
AAV2: + 30 RU 
AAV1: + 9 RU 
AAV5: 0 RU 
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Figure 4-9. Continued. 
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Injection 3: A20 IgG (2.2 µM) 
AAV2: + 2400 RU 
AAV1: 0 RU 
AAV5: 0 RU 
 

Injection 4: 50 mM diethylamine 
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Figure 4-9. Continued. 
 

Injection 5: α5β1 integrin (5 µM) 
Response: + 70 RU 

Injection 6: 20 mM EDTA 
 

Injection7): 50 mM diethylamine 
 

Injection 8: α5β1 integrin (10 µM) 
Response: + 38 RU 

Injection 9: α5β1 integrin (3 µM) 
Response: + 65 RU 

Injection 10: 50 mM diethylamine 
 

Injection 11: α5β1 integrin (1.5 µM) + 20 mM EDTA 
Response: + 50 RU 

Injection 12 & 14: 50 mM diethylamine 
 

Injection 15: α5β1 integrin (20 µM) + 20 mM EDTA 
Response: + 70 RU 

Injection 13: α5β1 integrin (1.5 µM) + 20 mM EDTA 
Response: + 70 RU 

C 
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Figure 4-9. Continued.  
 
 

Injection 1: AAV2 (150 nM) 
Response: 0 RU 
 

Injection 2: anti - α5β1 integrin IgG (1 µM) 
Response: + 557 RU 
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Figure 4-10. A dilution series α5β1integrin visualized by negative stain EM. (A) Control grid with uranyl formate stain only. 

(B) Purified α5β1 integrin stock (0.6 mg/mL). (C) 2X dilution. (D) 10X dilution. (E) 20X dilution. (F) 100X dilution. 
(G) 200X dilution. (H) Close up view of (G). Samples were stained with uranyl formate and images were taken 
at 50 K magnification. Scale bar is 100 nm.
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Figure 4-11. α5β1or β1 integrin complexed with AAV2 and visualized by negative stain EM. (A) AAV2 only. (B) AAV2 

complexed with α5β1integrin or (C) β1integrin in a 1 VP:1 integrin ratio. Black boxes contain AAV2 particles 
with possible integrin attachments. Samples were stained with uranyl formate and images were taken at 50 K 
magnification. Scale bar is 100 nm. 
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Figure 4-12. α5β1 integrin and AAV2 cross-linking experiments visualized by negative stain EM. (A) Control grid with 

uranyl formate only. (B) AAV2 alone. (C) AAV2 complexed with α5β1integrin in a 1 VP:1 integrin ratio. (D) AAV2 
complexed with α5β1integrin in a 1:0.002 ratio. Black boxes contain AAV2 particles with possible integrin 
attachments. Images were taken at 50 K magnification. Scale bar is 100 nm.
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Figure 4-13. Three-dimensional icosahedral reconstruction of AAV2 complexed with 
α5β1integrin using a box size of 196. (A) Radial coloring of the final density 
map of the AAV2-α5β1integrin reconstruction at 13.8 Å. (B) Same as (A) 
except colored in gray. (C) AAV2 PDB (1LP3) scaled and filtered density map 
to match Å/pixel, resolution, box size, and structure factors of AAV2- 
α5β1integrin complex density map.(D) An overlay of (B) and (C) using the 
“Fit” function in Chimera to match surface features between both maps with 
>95% correlation. A box around a threefold axis depicts density differences 
between both maps. (E) Difference map calculations between the (B) AAV2- 
α5β1integrin reconstruction map subtracted by the (C) AAV2 density map. 
The positive density differences are shown in gray. Negative density 
differences were calculated by subtracting (B) from (C) and are shown in 
blue. (F) An overlay of the (C) AAV2 PDB density map with the positive and 
negative density differences shown in (E). The positive density differences 
are not visible on the surface of the AAV2 PDB density map. All views are 
down the twofold axis of symmetry. The cryo-EM parameters are shown in 
Table 2-7.  
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Figure 4-13. Continued.   
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Figure 4-14. Three-dimensional icosahedral reconstruction of AAV2 complexed with 
α5β1integrin using a box size of 256. (A) Radial coloring of the final density 
map of the AAV2-α5β1integrin reconstruction at 13.8 Å. (B) Same as (A) 
except colored in gray. (C) AAV2 PDB (1LP3) scaled and filtered density map 
to match Å/pixel, resolution, box size, and structure factors of AAV2- 
α5β1integrin complex density map.(D) An overlay of (B) and (C) using the 
“Fit” function in Chimera to match surface features between both maps with 
>95% correlation. A box around a threefold axis depicts density differences 
between both maps. (E) Difference map calculations between the (B) AAV2- 
α5β1integrin reconstruction map subtracted by the (C) AAV2 density map. 
The positive density differences are shown in gray. Negative density 
differences were calculated by subtracting (B) from (C) and are shown in 
blue. (F) An overlay of the (C) AAV2 PDB density map with the positive and 
negative density differences from (E). The positive density differences are not 
visible on the surface of the AAV2 PDB density map. All views are down the 
twofold axis of symmetry. The cryo-EM parameters are shown in Table 2-7. 
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Figure 4-14. Continued.  
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Figure 4-15. Three-dimensional asymmetric reconstruction of AAV2 complexed with 

α5β1integrin using a box size of 196. (A) The reconstructed map visualized 
down a twofold axis of symmetry. (B) The same map as in (A) rotated 180° 
horizontally. Both views (compare A with B) show surface heterogeneity on 
the twofold, threefold, and fivefold axes of symmetry
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CHAPTER 5 
AAV2 AND THE IMMUNE RESPONSE 

Background 

The goal of this study was to evaluate the interaction of AAV2 with innate 

immune system effector molecules (α-defensins) and a known humoral antibody 

response (A20 IgG) by structural and biophysical techniques, respectively.   

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are polypeptides that are an evolutionarily 

conversed component of the innate immune response. One class of AMPs is the 

defensins.  The defensins function as host defense peptides and are active against 

bacteria (165), fungi (166), plants (167) and viruses (168). In humans, defensins are 

divided into two subgroups: α- and β-defensins. Both α- and β-defensins consist of a 

triple-stranded β-sheet structure, have a molecular weight between 3 kDa and 6 kDa, 

and contain three intramolecular disulfide bonds. To date, four α-defensins have been 

isolated from granules of neutrophils and were named human neutrophil peptides 1-4 

(HNP1-4). In addition, two more α-defensins were identified from intestinal Peneth cells 

and were named HD5 and HD6. The typical mechanism of action of α-defensins is to 

disrupt lipid membranes as seen in both bacteria (169) and enveloped viruses (170). 

However, the α-defensins, specifically HD5, have been shown to neutralize non-

enveloped viruses, despite the lack of a lipid membrane (171-176). Furthermore, a 

previous report showed that HNP1 and HNP2 act to neutralize AAV2 in cystic fibrosis 

patients (97). However, very little is known about how AAV2 interacts with HNP1and 

HNP2, particularly from a structural perspective. Moreover, the question remains as to 

whether HD5 binds to AAV2 like the aforementioned viruses. 
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In addition to AAV2 neutralization by α-defensins, the humoral immune response 

also plays a role. When vertebrates are infected by viruses, antibodies are produced 

and bind to various epitopes on the virus surface. Some antibodies are neutralizing in 

that they prevent the natural progression of infection by inhibiting virus-receptor binding, 

endocytosis, and/or virus uncoating and genome release. Other antibodies are non-

neutralizing and may increase virus uptake into the cell. The immune responses to the 

AAVs pose a significant barrier in the delivery of therapeutic genes since neutralizing 

antibodies have been found in up to 60% of the population (98). These antibodies 

specifically target the capsid, while immune responses to the transgene product are 

uncommon (177).  A20 is a monoclonal antibody that neutralizes AAV2 by targeting fully 

assembled capsids and functions at a step post cell and nuclear entry (65). It is the 

most widely studied monoclonal antibody against AAV2. The A20 binding footprints on 

the AAV2 capsid surface have been identified have span across are large portion on the 

capsid surface. However, the stoichiometries and valency of the wt AAV2-A20 binding 

interactions are unknown.  

Here the interactions of AAV2 with HNP1, 2, and HD5 were characterized by 

negative stain EM and transduction inhibition studies as well as cryo-EM for AAV2-HD5. 

In addition, AAV2-A20 IgG and AAV2-A20 Fab interactions were analyzed by SPR.  

Results and Discussion 

AAV2 Transduction Inhibition by α-Defensins 1, 2, and 5   

AAV2 transduction inhibition studies were conducted by pre-incubating scAAV2-

EGFP with and without HNP1 (Figure 5-1), HNP2 (Figure 5-2), and HD5 (Figure 5-3) in 

HeLa cells.  All three α-defensins inhibited scAAV2-EGFP transduction, with HD5 and 

HNP1 inhibiting at the highest and the lowest levels, respectively (Table 5-1). These 
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findings are also consistent with an α-defensin study in human papillomaviruses and the 

BKV polyomavirus where HD5 inhibits infection to a greater degree than HNP1 (174, 

175). Only one study to date has shown that HNP1 and HNP2 from bronchial secretions 

from cystic fibrosis patients inhibits AAV2 infection (97). However, this analysis only 

monitored a 1:1 mixture of HNP1 and HNP2, not the individual α-defensins. The results 

presented in Table 5-1 clearly show HNP2 inhibits AAV2 more than HNP1 since the 

same concentrations of the two α-defensins were analyzed.  

The step in the viral life cycle where the α-defensins are inhibiting AAV2 infection 

is currently unknown. In other non-enveloped virus studies, the α-defensins have 

varying inhibitory roles. For example, in papillomavirus, HD5- treated viral particles bind 

to and enter host cells, but become retained within the cellular endosome (174). 

However in BKV polyomavirus, HD5 induces aggregation of viral particles that inhibits 

viral attachment to host cells by reducing the viral surface area and sequestering 

binding epitopes (175). To date, α-defensin-induced AAV2 aggregation has not been 

seen (Figure 5-4C-D). Future experiments are thus warranted to elucidate the exact 

mechanisms of HNP1, HNP2, HD5 inhibition of AAV2. These are beyond the scope of 

the current study. Our goal was to visualize the interaction between these molecules 

and the AAV2 capsid. 

AAV2 Complexed with α-Defensins 1, 2, and 5 and Visualized by Negative Stain 
EM 

Negative-stain transmission EM was performed on AAV2 complexed with HNP1, 

HNP2, and HD5 to visualize binding. Field of views from an AAV2 only control (Figure 

5-4A), HD5 only (Figure 5-4B), and AAV2 complexed with HNP1 (Figure 5-4C), HNP2 

(Figure 5-4D), and HD5 (Figure 5-4E) are shown. The AAV2 capsids with the 
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complexed α-defensins appear fairly similar to the AAV2 alone sample. Since the α-

defensins are ~3.5 kDa, only subtle changes to the capsid surface are expected when 

complexed with AAV2. In a related cryo-EM study with multiple Ad species complexed 

with HD5, the defensin bound all of the exposed major capsid proteins. Specifically, the 

potential sites for defensin binding are located between the penton base and fiber, 

which are critical neutralization sites that prevent fiber dissociation and block 

subsequent steps (176). On the contrary, scanning EM results of Trypanosoma cruzi 

complexed with HNP1 show distinct membrane pore formation (178). In this case, a 

lipid membrane served as the substrate for HNP1. Regarding AAV2, the capsid does 

not contain a lipid membrane and the AAV2 particles appear to be intact (Figure 5-4C-

D). Therefore, a more detailed analysis of these interactions by cryo-EM, specifically 

AAV2-HD5, was undertaken to identify the HD5 binding site on the capsid surface. 

Analysis of AAV2-HD5 Complexes by Cryo-EM 

As mentioned above, AAV2 VLPs and HD5 were complexed in a 1 VP1:2.5 HD5 

ratio (Table 2-6) and analyzed by cryo-EM. The final map was solved at 9.7 Å resolution 

(Table 2-7) (Figure 5-5A) and structurally compared to an AAV2-alone PDB density map 

filtered to the same resolution (Figure 5-5B).The twofold, threefold, and fivefold axes of 

symmetry from both maps were visually analyzed in Figure 5-5C-E. Noticeably the 

AAV2-HD5 cryo-EM map contains additional density spanning the twofold and fivefold 

axes of symmetry compared to the AAV2-alone PDB density map. Thus, a difference 

map was calculated to further analyze these density differences in more detail (Figure 

5-6). The positive (orange) and negative (blue) density differences (Figure 5-6C) were 

projected on the AAV2-HD5 cryo-EM map. Minor density differences were observed on 

the surface of the capsid around the threefold axis of symmetry on the complex 
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compared to the AAV2 alone structure (Figure 5-6D) and more pronounced differences 

were observed on the inner surface of the capsid around the fivefold axis of symmetry 

(Figure 5-6F). Similarly, projection of the density differences onto the AAV2-alone 

density map highlighted the additional positive density on the surface of the capsid 

around the twofold and fivefold axes of symmetry (Figure 5-6E) and also on the inner 

surface of the capsid around the twofold and threefold axes of symmetry (Figure 5-6G). 

Both maps were then visualized in a cross-section view (Figure 5-7A, B) and overlaid on 

each other (Figure 5-7C). The zoomed-in views on the overlay show additional density 

on the outer portion of the fivefold channel and twofold axis (outer and inner), and a lack 

of density on the inner surface of the fivefold channel of the AAV2-HD5 cryo EM map 

compared to the AAV2-alone PDB density map.  

In an effort to identify the VP regions at which differences occur on the AAV2 

capsid surface involved in HD5 binding and/or conformational changes associated with 

HD5 binding, the AAV2 crystal structure (PDB ID #1LP3) was docked, by rigid body 

rotation and translation, into the AAV2-HD5 cryo-EM map and loop regions were fitted 

by real-space refinement. It was apparent that the top of the βDE loops (orange) (Figure 

5-8A-F) had undergone a conformational change to reduce the diameter of the top of 

the channel at the fivefold axis compared to the AAV2 crystal structure (blue). The 

additional density at the twofold axis (Figure 5-8G) is the most likely due to HD5 binding 

on the capsid surface. Further analyses will be conducted to determine the proper 

orientation of the HD5 crystal structure in this density map. The VP amino acids in 

closest proximity to this density are shown in Figure (5-8G).  
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The data presented here has potential significance in AAV biology since the 

fivefold channel and twofold axis have been implicated in a number of viral functions. 

Mutagenesis of AAV2 capsid residues surrounding the fivefold channel resulted in 

significant (~3 to 9 times) reduction in genome packaging (33,34). In addition, opening 

of the fivefold channel has been proposed to prime the capsid for externalization of the 

VP1 unique (VP1u) region (34). On the contrary, another study implicated the twofold 

axis of symmetry as the most probable site for VP1u extrusion (188). Furthermore, the 

same tyrosine residues (700 and 704) implicated in that study were in close proximity to 

the additional HD5 density observed in this study. It was found that HD5 interactions 

with multiple Adenovirus serotypes inhibits protein VI externalization and prevents 

endosomal escape, but does not affect receptor binding or clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis (62). Based on this report and the preliminary AAV2-HD5 cryo-EM analysis, 

HD5 may inhibit VP1u extrusion at either the fivefold or twofold symmetry axes and thus 

prevent endosomal escape. This hypothesis is beyond the scope of this study and will 

be analyzed in future experiments. 

A20 IgG and Fab Purification 

A20 IgG was purified from hybridoma supernatants for SPR studies with AAV2 

and also for the production of Fabs. A20 IgG was purified on a protein G column and 

verified by Western blot analysis (Figure 5-9A). By Western blot analysis, only elution 

fractions (Figure 5-9A, lanes 5-14) were and contained proteins that have migrated to 

the appropriate sized band for heavy (50 kDa) and light (25 kDa) chains. The elutions 

were pooled, concentrated, and analyzed to be ~90% pure by SDS-PAGE (Figure 5-9B, 

lane 8) and densitometry. The concentrated A20 IgG sample was cleaved with papain 

and the fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Figure 5-9B). The majority of the Fabs 
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are in the flow through (Figure 5-9B, lanes 2 and 3), while the papain-cleaved Fc 

portions are in both the flow through (Figure 5-9B, lanes 2 and 3) and elution (Figure 5-

9B, lanes 5 and 6) fractions. According to the kit manufacturer (Thermo Scientific), the 

Fab and Fc components should migrate to the 25 kDa and 28-30 kDa marks, 

respectively. Based on this assumption, the lowest molecular weight band in fractions 

FT 1 and 2 is most likely the Fab portion. It does appear that the lowest band in FT1 is 

lower than 25 kDa, however, the gel slopes in this region (Figure 5-9B, compare lanes 2 

and 3). The Fc portion binds to the Protein G and should only be in the elution fractions. 

Interestingly, both the FT and elution fractions contain Fc bands at ~30 kDa. The 

additional bands may be Fc that were incompletely digested or Fc components that 

failed to bind the Protein G. These observations are common according to the kit 

manufacturer.  

AAV2 and A20 IgG/Fab Interactions Analyzed by SPR 

The AAV2 and A20 IgG interactions were analyzed by SPR using a single-cycle 

(Figure 5-10) and multi-cycle (Figure 5-11) kinetics approach. Multiple concentrations of 

purified A20 IgG (Figure 5-9B, lane 8) were manually flowed over immobilized AAV2 in 

a dose-dependent manner (data not shown). Based on these observations, a 

concentration series of A20 IgG ranging from 1.6 nM to 1000 nM (VP1:106 to 108 ratio) 

were flowed over AAV2 (Figure 5-10A). These concentrations fulfilled the three 

fundamental rules of single-cycle BIAcore kinetics: 1) Inject five increasing 

concentrations analyte (A20 IgG) over immobilized protein (AAV2), 2) include a 

concentration where saturation is reached, and 3) include at least one concentration 

below the dissociation constant (Kd) value. The 1000 nM analyte concentration appears 

to have reached saturation based on the fast downward slope of the curve (Figure 5-
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10A, 1000 nM injection) after the injection of sample. This result is further substantiated 

when directly comparing the 40 nM injection of sample that does not dissociate after 

injection (as seen by a horizontal line with no slope) to the 200 nM and 1000 nM 

injections. The experimental curves were fitted according to a 1:1 binding model (180) 

that resulted in a Kd value of 2 nM (Figure 5-10B). To recapitulate these observations 

from a slightly different approach, multi-cycle kinetics were employed. The principles are 

essentially the same; however, this technique relies on a surface regeneration to 

remove analyte after each injection. In this case, a concentration series ranging from 

0.5 nM to 1000 nM (VP1:105 to 108 ratio) A20 IgG were flowed over immobilized AAV2 

(Figure 5-11A). It is apparent that saturation was reached since both the 500 nM and 

1000 nM injections resulted in almost identical curves. The data was fitted according to 

a 1:1 model (Figure 5-11B) that resulted in a Kd value of 1 nM, which is within the 

accepted standard deviation of this technique according to GE Healthcare. Both of 

these data sets suggest a very strong affinity between AAV2 and A20 IgG. Other 

viruses such as Adenovirus 2 (159) and Ebolavirus (181) have shown comparable low 

nM KD values with their respective antibodies.  

Monoclonal antibodies have the ability to bind ligands in a bivalent or monovalent 

fashion. The valency of AAV2 and A20 IgG interactions are unknown. In an effort to 

unravel this question, AAV2 and A20 Fabs were analyzed in a mutli-cycle kinetics 

approach (Figure 5-12) to determine Kd values for direct comparison to A20 IgG Kd 

values. After initial tests with manual injections of A20 Fab over AAV2, it became 

apparent that much higher concentrations of A20 Fab were needed to have similar 

binding responses to the data shown in Figure 5-11. A concentration series of A20 Fab 
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ranging from 20 nM to 10,000 nM were flowed over AAV2 (Figure 5-12A). The data was 

fitted to a 1:1 model that resulted in a Kd value of 2 µM (Figure 5-12B). It is apparent 

AAV2 binding to the A20 IgG (Figure 5-12A) is much tighter than the Fab, which 

suggests bivalent binding.  

A recent cryo reconstruction of the AAV2-A20 Fab complex suggests that the 

A20 binding footprints spans multiple peptides contributed by three different symmetry-

related subunits and at least 14 potential amino acids involved in binding (102). In 

addition, from a structural standpoint, the researchers believe only a monovalent 

binding model of A20 to AAV2 is possible due to the high levels of distortion of the 

antibody elbow angle that are needed for bivalent binding. On the contrary, the Kd 

values for the A20 IgG (1-2 nM) compared to A20 Fab (2 µM) are 1000-fold greater. At 

first glance, it is expected that the A20 IgG will provide a higher RU signal compared to 

the A20 Fab based on mass (IgG – 150 kDa compared to Fab – 50 kDa). However, the 

mass differences only provide a theoretical three-fold change, while the Kd values 

between both experiments are 1000-fold different. This suggests that A20 Fabs 

dissociate quicker and bind less tightly than the A20 IgGs. Further analyses are clearly 

necessary to not only elucidate the valency of these interactions, but also determine the 

critical amino acids and/or epitopes (101) that contribute the most to this interaction. 

In addition to AAV2-A20 antibody binding, this technique can also be utilized for 

screening other virus antibody interactions. Since AAV vectors are detrimentally 

affected by the humoral immune response, recent attention has focused on developing 

AAV escape mutants. The SPR technique developed here could provide an efficient 

and rapid method for screening AAV variant - antibody interactions.   
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Summary 

In this study, HNP1, HNP2, and HD5 were shown to inhibit AAV2 as confirmed 

by transduction inhibition assays (Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3). It was observed that HD5 

inhibits scAAV2-EGFP transduction the most followed by HNP2 and then HNP1 the 

least. The amounts of defensins used for transduction inhibition were comparable to a 

study where HNP1 and HD5 were utilized for Adenovirus inhibition (62). These 

interactions were then visualized by negative stain EM where binding events were not 

easily detectable. In an effort to analyze these interactions in more detail, HD5 was 

chosen to complex with AAV2 for a cryo-EM analysis (Figure 5-5, 5-6, 5-7, 5-8), which 

resulted in positive density changes around the fivefold axis of symmetry on the AAV2 

capsid. HD5 molecules were fitted into the positive density and the binding sites on the 

AAV2 capsid were identified at positions 327G and 328D at the peak of the DE loop. 

The proposed mechanism of interaction is HD5 binding inhibits conformational changes 

at the fivefold axis of symmetry and thus prevents VP1u externalization and endosomal 

escape. The hypothesis is preliminary and will be tested in future studies. 

SPR analyses were conducted on AAV2-A20 IgG (KD=1±1 nM) and AAV2-A20 

Fab (Kd=2 µM) molecules (Figures 5-10, 5-11, and 5-12). The binding appeared to 

occur in a bivalent nature, despite a report suggesting AAV2-A20 interactions are 

monovalent (68). A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the A20 IgGs do not 

interact with all potential binding sites in a bivalent manner. The idea is that the binding 

could be heterogeneous where some IgGs bind to the AAV2 capsid, but occlude other 

IgGs from binding due to steric hindrance. Another possibility is the A20 IgG is binding 

to two different AAV2 capsids monovalently. This could account for the increase in 
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binding affinity from the IgG compared to the Fabs. Clearly a cryo-EM analysis of AAV2 

with A20 IgGs is necessary to reconcile these different results.
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Table 5-1. scAAV2-EGFP transduction inhibition by HNP1, HNP2, and HD5. 
α-defensin name   Concentration   Percent inhibition of AAV2 
HNP1       100 µg/mL      99 
HNP1     10 µg/mL    39 
HNP1       1 µg/mL    33 
 
HNP2  100 µg/mL   93 
HNP2    10 µg/mL   88 
HNP2      1 µg/mL   69 
 
HD5  200 µg/mL   100 
HD5    20 µg/mL  99 
HD5  200 ng/mL  90 
Abbreviations: α-defensin1 (HNP1), α-defensin2 (HNP2), α-defensin5 (HD5). 
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Figure 5-1. Comparative analyses of AAV2-mediated transduction of HeLa cells with α-
defensin 1 inhibition. (A) Cells were mock-infected, infected with scAAV2-
EGFP alone, and infected with scAAV2-EGFP and 100 μg/mL, 10 μg/mL, and 
1 μg/mL of α-defensin 1 at a MOI of 1,250 viral genomes/cell. Transgene 
expression was detected by fluorescence microscopy 72 h post-infection. A 
representative visual field view is shown from each triplicate experiment. 
Original magnification X100. (B) Quantitative analyses of AAV2 transduction 
efficiency in HeLa cells. Images from three visual fields were analyzed 
quantitatively by ImageJ analysis software. Transgene expression was 
assessed as total area of green fluorescence (pixel2) per visual field (mean ± 
SD). ANOVA was used to compare test results with the control, and they 
were determined to be statistically significant. *p<0.05 or **p<0.01 vs 
scAAV2-EGFP alone.  

** 

* 
* 
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Figure 5-2. Comparative analyses of AAV2-mediated transduction of HeLa cells with α-
defensin 2 inhibition. (A) Cells were mock-infected, infected with scAAV2-
EGFP alone, and infected with scAAV2-EGFP and 100 μg/mL, 10 μg/mL, and 
1 μg/mL of α-defensin 1 at a MOI of 1,250 viral genomes/cell. Transgene 
expression was detected by fluorescence microscopy 72 h post-infection. A 
representative visual field view is shown from each triplicate experiment. 
Original magnification X100. (B) Quantitative analyses of AAV2 transduction 
efficiency in HeLa cells. Images from three visual fields were analyzed 
quantitatively by ImageJ analysis software. Transgene expression was 
assessed as total area of green fluorescence (pixel2) per visual field (mean ± 
SD). ANOVA was used to compare test results with the control, and they 
were determined to be statistically significant. *p<0.05 or **p<0.01 vs 
scAAV2-EGFP alone.  

** ** 

** 
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Figure 5-3. Comparative analyses of AAV2-mediated transduction of HeLa cells with α-
defensin 5 inhibition. (A) Cells were mock-infected, infected with scAAV2-
EGFP alone, and infected with scAAV2-EGFP and 200 μg/mL, 20 μg/mL, and 
200 ng/mL of α-defensin 5 at a MOI of 1,250 viral genomes/cell. Transgene 
expression was detected by fluorescence microscopy 72 h post-infection. A 
representative visual field view is shown from each triplicate experiment. 
Original magnification X100. (B) Quantitative analyses of AAV2 transduction 
efficiency in HeLa cells. Images from three visual fields were analyzed 
quantitatively by ImageJ analysis software. Transgene expression was 
assessed as total area of green fluorescence (pixel2) per visual field (mean ± 
SD). ANOVA was used to compare test results with the control, and they 
were determined to be statistically significant. *p<0.05 or **p<0.01 vs 
scAAV2-EGFP alone.  

** 
** 

** 
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Figure 5-4. α-defensin 1, 2, and 5 complexed with AAV2 and visualized by negative 
stain EM. (A) AAV2 only. (B) α-defensin 5 only. AAV2 complexed with (C) α-
defensin 1, (D) α-defensin 2, and (E) α-defensin 5. Samples were complexed 
in a 1:1 ratio and stained with uranly acetate. Images were taken at 50 K 
magnification. Scale bar is 100  
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Figure 5-5. Three-dimensional icosahedral reconstruction of AAV2 complexed with α-
defensin 5. (A) Radial coloring of the final density map of the AAV2-α-
defensin 5 reconstruction at 9.7 Å. (B) Radial coloring of the AAV2-alone 
density map at 9.7 Å. Both maps were viewed along the (C, D) twofold, (E, F) 
threefold, and (G, H) fivefold axes of symmetry. The cryo-Em parameters are 
shown in Table 2-7. 
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Figure 5-5. Continued.  

AAV2-HD5 (9.7 Å) AAV2-alone (9.7 Å) 
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Figure 5-6. Difference map calculations between AAV2- α-defensin 5 and AAV2-alone 
density maps. (A) AAV2-α-defensin 5 density map colored in orange. (B) 
AAV2-alone density map colored in blue. (C) Difference map calculations 
between maps (A) and (B). Positive and negative density is colored in orange 
and blue, respectively. (D) Negative density changes superimposed on the 
AAV2-α-defensin 5 density map. (E) Positive density changes superimposed 
on the AAV2-alone density map. (F) Cross-section view of the map in (D). (G) 
Cross-section view of the map in (E).  
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Figure 5-6. Continued. 
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Figure 5-7. Cross-sections of AAV2-α-defensin 5 and AAV2-alone density maps. (A) 
Cross section of AAV2-α-defensin 5 density map colored in orange. (B) Cross 
section of AAV2-alone density map colored in blue. (C) An overaly of the 
maps shown in (A, B). The insets show zoomed-in views of the fivefold and 
threefold symmetry axes. 
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Figure 5-8. AAV2 and α-defensin 5 binding and structural rearrangements. (A) Top view 
of the structural rearrangements of the βDE loops in the AAV2-α-defensin 5 
PDB (orange) map superimposed on the AAV2-alone PDB (blue; 1LP3). (B, 
C) The βDE loops from both PDBs fit in the AAV2-α-defensin 5 density map 
(orange) and AAV2-alone density map (blue). (D-F) Side views of (A-C), 
respectively. (G) Twofold view of positive density on the AAV2-alone density 
map. The amino acids in closest proximity to the positive density are labeled. 
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Figure 5-8. Continued.  
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Figure 5-9. A20 IgG and Fab purification. (A) Western blot of A20 IgG purification using 

Protein G. Lanes: (1) Molecular weight marker (M), (2) flow through (FT), (3) 
open, (4) wash (W), (5-14) elutions 1-10. The blot was probed with a mouse 
secondary antibody. (B) SDS-PAGE of A20 Fab purification. Lanes: (1) 
Molecular weight marker, (2-4) flow through 1-3, (5-7) elutions 1-3, (8) A20 
IgG control.

B 
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Figure 5-10. AAV2-A20 IgG single-cycle kinetics. (A) Experimental curves (shown in 

purple) for the following A20 IgG injections: 1) 1.6 nM, 2) 8 nM, 3) 40 nM, 4) 
200 nM, and 5) 1000 nM. (B) Experimental (shown in purple) and fitted curves 
(shown in black).   
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Figure 5-11. AAV2-A20 IgG multi-cycle kinetics. (A) Experimental curves for the 
following A20 IgG injections: 1) Buffer only – 3 replicates, 2) 0.5 nM, 3) 2 nM, 
4) 5 nM, 6) 10 nM, 7) 50 nM – 2 replicates (50 nM, dark and light blue), 8) 100 
nM (purple), 9) 500 nM (green), 10) 1000 nM (red). Only visible curves are 
denoted with a color. (B) Experimental and fitted (black) curves 

1000 nM 1000 nM 

1000 nM 
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Figure 5-12. AAV2-A20 Fab multi-cycle kinetics. (A) Experimental curves for the 

following A20 Fab injections: 1) Buffer only – 3 replicates, 2) 20 nM (red), 3) 
100 nM, 4) 250 nM (cyan), 5) 500 nM (blue), 5) 1000 nM – 2 replicates 
(brown), 6) 2500 nM (purple), 7) 5000 nM (green), 8) 7500 nM (blue), 9) 
10000 nM (red). (B) Experimental and fitted (black) curve

1000 nM 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Summary 

The focus of this study was to structurally characterize AAV2 and its interactions 

with its αVβ5 and α5β1 integrin co-receptors. In addition, HNP1, HNP2, and HD5 were 

identified as binding partners and inhibitors of AAV2 during infection in HeLa cells, while 

the HD5 binding footprint was structurally identified on the capsid surface. Lastly, both  

AAV2-A20 IgG and AAV2-A20 Fab interactions were characterized by SPR analyses. 

αVβ5 integrin and α5β1 Integrin Expression and Purification Systems 

Protein production in the typical quantities required for biophysical and structural 

biology purposes is often a bottleneck for structure-function correlation efforts. With the 

advent of new DNA vectors that facilitate multi-system expression, numerous proteins 

can now be expressed with the specific research interests of the lab in mind. For 

example, heterologous protein expression in E.coli yield higher quantities than insect 

and mammalian cells, however, at the expense of posttranslational modifications. The 

first part of the study involved designing an efficient integrin expression and purification 

system for the quantities necessary to perform structural studies with AAV2. The pQE-

TriSystem vector used in this study provides the flexibility of protein expression in all 

three systems, which the researcher can troubleshoot, optimize, and determine the 

most appropriate for the protein of interest. The αV integrin and β5 integrin genes were 

sub cloned into this system for co-transfections in HEK293 cells. Due to sub cloning 

problems in the pQE-TriSystem vector for the α5 integrin and β1 genes, the pFastbac 

vector was employed to develop recombinant baculoviruses that package these genes 

for co-infections in SF9 insect cells. Both systems contained an 8X histidine tag for an 
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efficient one-step purification using nickel column chromatography. The amounts 

purified here ranged from 2-4 mgs per cell factory of HEK293 cell and 1 L of SF9 insect 

cells. The efforts to produce the recombinant integrins were undertaken because 

currently available commercial resources provide limited amounts of samples, which are 

often lyophilized leading to decreased protein activity, and are reconstituted with 

additional ingredients, for example, Octyl-b-D-glucopyranoside, TritonTM X-100, and 

sodium azide that are inhibitory to many experimental procedures. In addition, the 

expression systems presented here are cost-effective compared to purchasing these 

integrins from commercial sources. For example, just 25 µg of integrin from an 

unnamed vendor costs ~$270, and to purchase up to 4 mg of these proteins costs 

~$43,000, compared to a ~$1,000 cost of producing the same amount of integrins in 1 L 

of insect cells in the lab. Lastly, there are only a few example studies in the literature 

that focus solely on expression of the extracellular domains for integrins for ligand-

receptor interaction characterization, where the insoluble transmembrane domains are 

removed. The large-scale protein production strategy presented here may be applied to 

other proteins with a specific interest on heterodimers. 

AAV2 Interactions with αVβ5 and α5β1 Integrins 

The transient nature of these virus-receptor interactions is not unexpected since 

viruses typically use these receptors as attachments points and/or and a means to enter 

the cell followed by receptor release. Table 1-1 shows the multiple receptors used by 

AAV2 and other AAV serotypes. It is no surprise that these viruses have a broad tissue 

tropism since many virus-receptor interactions determine host range and tissue tropism 

(6). With respect to the AAVs, the surface loops (Figure 1-3A) have been shown to 

provide the variability that aids in determining receptor attachment. Mutagenic, 
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biochemical, and structural studies have shown that residues in these variable regions 

are crucial in virus-receptor binding (182). The data presented in this study showed that 

αVβ5 and α5β1 integrin interactions are transient as shown by the SPR analyses. The 

results also suggest that α5β1 integrin binds to AAV2 with a stronger affinity than αVβ5 

integrin since a signal for the latter was not attainable. However, the data was not fully 

reproducible for the AAV2- α5β1 integrin interactions. For example, the addition of 

EDTA typically inhibits integrin binding to Adenovirus (159), however the SPR studies 

conducted here showed EDTA inhibit AAV2- α5β1 integrin binding (Figure 4-8C), but 

also have no effect on inhibition (Figure 4-9C). Other studies have shown that cell 

surface proteins typically need to be embedded in their natural environment, within 

living cell or tissues, to exhibit their characteristic binding properties (183). This 

assumption supports the transduction inhibition studies presented in Figures 3-9 and 4-

7 where both αVβ5 and α5β1 integrins were able to inhibit scAAV2-EGFP infection 

(Figures 3-9 and 4-7). This poses the question if there is an additional cellular factor that 

aids the AAV2-integrin interaction? Additional experiments such as expressing both 

AAV2 and integrins in the cell, followed by immunoprecipitation with A20 Mab (for 

AAV2) or an anti-his antibody for integrin may pull down other cellular factors that 

potential form a tertiary complex. The initial hypothesis was that the addition of heparin 

may be the third factor in this interaction, however, SPR (data not shown) and negative 

stain EM studies (data not shown) showed no evidence of this interaction aiding in 

integrin binding.  

The cryo-EM analysis of the icosahedrally average AAV2-α5β1 integrin complex 

showed no changes in density when the AAV2 PDB cryo-EM maps were used for 
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difference map calculations (Figures 4-13 and 4-14). These observations in combination 

with the SPR data where the AAV2- α5β1 integrin curves were not concentration 

dependent suggest integrin binding may occur in an asymmetric manner.  This account 

has been seen with other viruses such as Canine Parvovirus where the transferrin 

receptor was shown to bind to one or a few of the 60 icosahedrally equivalent sites on 

the capsid surface (164). Another recent study, Coxsackievirus A9 (CVA9) and its 

interactions with αVβ6 integrin were determined by a cryo-EM asymmetric 

reconstruction (81). Based on these reports and the data presented in this study, an 

asymmetric reconstruction of the AAV2- α5β1 integrin (Figure 4-15) was conducted to 

identify the binding footprint on the capsid surface. The observations supports that the 

capsid surface was not symmetrical and there was additional density, albeit little, at and 

around the twofold, threefold, and fivefold axes. However, these observations may be 

due to the lack of particles in the final reconstruction.  This result suggests that more 

data should be collected to perform an asymmetric reconstruction to obtain higher 

resolution. Other methods such as cryo tomography of individual complexed viruses 

could be performed to determine integrin occupancy on the capsid surface. From a 

purification standpoint, an integrin “masking effect” have been potentially detrimental 

effect to the structural studies by causing noisier reconstructions, therefore the AAV2-

integrin complex should be purified by gel filtration with and without protein cross-linkers 

to removed excess integrin. Lastly, efforts should be made to use wt AAV2 with genome 

instead of AAV2 VLPs since the former is a more physiological interaction. 

AAV2 Interactions with α-defensins and A20 Mab and A20 Fab 

The AAVs have emerged as attractive gene delivery vectors due to the ability to 

establish long-term transgene expression, the ability to establish long-term transgene 
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expression, and the lack of pathogenicity from wt virus to name a few. However, the 

host immune responses to the viral capsids have become a serious obstacle in gene 

delivery. In this study HNP1 and HNP2 were characterized for their interactions with the 

AAV2 capsid (Figures 5-1 and 5-2), and for the first time, HD5 was identified as a 

binding partner to AAV2 (Figure 5-3, 5-5, 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8). To date, this is the second 

study where AAV2 interactions with the α-defensins have been analyzed. The first study 

showed that both HNP1 and HNP2 inhibited recombinant AAV2 transduction in 

bronchial secretions from cystic fibrosis patients (63). However, the data presented here 

analyzed the individual HNP1 and HNP2 molecules, where the previous study (63) used 

mixtures of these two α-defensins. Furthermore, the HD5 binding site on the capsid 

surface was identified by cryo-EM to potentially bind at the twofold axis of symmetry. In 

addition, conformational changes due to HD5 binding occurred at the fivefold channel. 

Based on these preliminary results, HD5 may potentially stop VP1u extrusion and 

therefore the phospholipase activity of the capsid which has been shown to be critical 

for endosomal escape (184). This hypothesis may parallel similar viral life cycle events 

seen in the human Adenoviruses (62) and also the Human Papillomaviruses (147) and 

their interactions with the α-defensins (62). The hypothesis could be tested by 

incubating the AAV2 capsids at a temperature (65°C) shown to externalize VP1u (184) 

with and without α-defensins and analyze by Dot blot by probing with the A1 antibody 

that recognizes an epitope in VP1u. In addition, immunofluorescent confocal 

microscopy on HeLa cells treated with and without α-defensins followed by inoculation 

with tagged AAV2 could be done. The cells would then be stained with an antibody to 

the capsid protein at various time points to determine at which step the α-defensins are 
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inhibiting AAV2 transduction. These tests and the transduction inhibition could also be 

conducted for other AAV serotypes. Other research has shown that the antibacterial 

properties of defensins are not uniformly conformation dependent. In some cases, 

incorrectly folded analogs are more potent antibacterial agents than the correctly folded 

defensin molecule (185). Despite these findings in bacteria, the inhibitory properties of 

the α-defensins in human Adenoviruses are dependent upon defensin conformation 

(62). This could be tested by AAV2 transduction inhibition with scAAV2-EGFP and 

either heat-inactivating the α-defensins and/or purchasing α-defensin derivatives that 

have lost a native tertiary structure. The amino acids at the twofold axis of symmetry 

that are proposed to interact with HD5 (Figure 5-8G) could be tested by site-directed 

mutagenesis followed by AAV2-GFP transduction inhibition experiments to test the 

mutant phenotypes.  

Lastly, the AAV2 and A20 IgG and A20 Fab interactions were analyzed by SPR 

(Figures 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9). The findings support that AAV2 binds to A20 IgG (1±1 nM) 

with greater affinity than the A20 Fabs (2 µM). A recent cryo-EM analysis of AAV2 

complexed with A20 Fabs showed that this interaction is monovalent. Based on these 

two studies, an additional cryo-EM analysis of AAV2 complexed with A20 IgG should be 

conducted to elucidate the true binding interaction. Since the AAVs are prominently 

being utilized for gene delivery in vivo, understanding the host immune system 

responses to these serotypes is critical for designing better gene delivery vectors. 

Therefore, the SPR methodology developed in this study could be utilized for screening 

antibody interactions with AAV variants. For example, two recent studies showed that 

AAV neutralization by antibodies primarily occurs at the threefold axis of symmetry, the 
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same site for receptor binding (93, 186). The goal would be to develop AAV variants 

that escape the immune response, while maintaining receptor binding. These variants 

could be coupled to BIAcore chips and antibodies and/or receptors could be flowed over 

to determine binding capabilities. In addition, other innate system effectors that have 

been implicated in anti-viral interactions such as lactoferrin, liver-expressed 

antimicrobial peptides, and secretory leukocyte protease inhibitor molecules all of which 

could be tested by BIAcore analyses with all of the AAV serotype. 
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